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ABSTRPACT

TIhe arms transfer process is modeled using KSIM. an enhanced version of cross

inmracr ana1sis. The cross impact technique of forecasting is developed from its origin

1,n the Delphi procedure through several of the key improvements to the original

method. The KSINI approach to cross impact is discussed in detail, and is taiiored to

model arms transfers. A method of obtaining initial parameter estimates from an

exis: in data base is described. The model is run and several proposed arms transfer

polhc:es are simulated. The implications of these policies are then analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

'The alobal trade 'n conventional armaments has become a burning political

isae :n :ecent ears,. owing primariy to the dramatic increase in the volume of the

"u:ernoonal market since the early 19O's. [Ref. I: p. 1J The new significance in

world arms saLes is the result of three factors. [Ref. 2: pp. 275-276J The first is the

sheer volume of arms eing traded and the increasing quality of these weapons. It

used :o' be the norm that countries would sell only obsolete, unneeded or second rate

e:aiment. Now nations are exporting state of the art weapon systems with

unaralleled accuracy and destructive capacity. The second factor is the decline of

..l, ctiveness in alternative methods for the superpowers to influence other countries

such as diplomacy. ah1ances and the threat of direct intervention. In today's political

S,-."c a!mate. the superpowers are much less likely to intervene in local hostilities with their

own armed forces; they are much more likely to attempt to support their interests with

i: tihe supply of weapons. Fia, -% the past decade has seen a dramatic increase in the
-demand for weapons by Third World nations. As new Third World nations have been

created, and others have continued to develop, they have sought to acquire the

'.veapons of the industrialized world. Given the important role of arms transfers in

-.' .a! pc!ics. then, some measure of control over this activity would be extremely

"-ereahle. Andrew Pierre observes. "Arms transfers ... should be managed so as to

Sre';ent or contain conflict and enhance the forces of moderation and stability."
-<-.. Refi 2: p. ]

One avenue of arms control might be the voluntary restraint of the recipient

nations. To see if this approach is plausible, the motivation of the recipient for

".o2 ur.ng weapons must be exarmined. There are a variety of reasons why Third World

countries purchase weapon systems: the need for defense from external aggression, an
-- icatmon of regime legitimacy and a desire for world prestige. However it can be

easily argued that regime survival is the primary reason for buvin2 arms. Thus, it is

the imm-nediate needs of the Third World regimes that dominates their perceived needs

.r ir :meports. The regimes are generally not concerned with the global problem of
- e A.. t' urm: ',e\ els or of the balance of power: they simply want to remain in power

.'.,d n'.a~nzain their capabiit% to suppress internal insureencies. In an environment

.
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such1 as this. :1 "Is inconceivable that recipient natlons would agree to anv F-orm of'

volunta-, arms import restrains.

What then o, succe rstrai NI ll the mr.ai:or arms suppliers agree to exert

a colective mneasure 0, control, over arms transfers 7 The Uni.ted States and thei Soviet

V *~accuntforthema~rit of'.vr.~arms transfers and it is farto say that thle

K:2;rc~.'.:o'e:tiofl tranriC weanon stmsis "or pcoiizicall an,- Ide C 0CI cal
.. d~ ~ 1- owver seond t.. sppilers such as France and Brazil. are ',!a% i.v

nto~vtedb' ecnouc acors Fance nas ot~er been c:ited as the best e\annre of a1

vn nt C 1.17111ars trae nocie ar dternminedl more by conmmercial than rcliticai

v,, ctins. Long before th-e 193 energy crisis, the French land to a lesser extent th,

drzlh j ' oht the mst lu4crative available markets and were largely uninhibited b
a ca resraits. Re:' 1:p. ()9j SimilIarly, Brazil exports 95%, of'isam pouto

p. S[ T-e mak nI' o " ustD con regardin popective customers - 'in "act they

crt: sell arMs tLO noth ira:. and [rae. When the dichotom y beten US an

:C~e :UCeclozies is cos 1,rd it is unlikely that these two superpowers will be able to

*ere an bib rera! arms trans !er conistraints. Furthermore. considering thne ecOnormuc

mo:~at~rt o seond iernatIiens. it is "ust as unlikely that these countries would find

satstator mltiatealconstraints. Thus, unilateral constraint b% the United States

.innears to cc the oniv likely avenue of" exerting any measure of control over the

I ~ranK '- f eapons sstems.
Whtare some exmlso hse controls that the US may attemont to

~mn7Gon'.par, and Versh-bow obtserve that, "It must be recogni1zed tha-t O,,e

:.Pes of, armsby th:tchnMical nature, are generally stabilizing, especially th-ose that

-cn bemr :rct veiv en-,ploved for defe nsive than for offensive purposes. [Ref I: p.

/ l3~It rn: bein th'e bnest interest of' the L S to oromnote the transfer of theewaos

Ba htL*actns rniht the US take to ac~compllish this and how effective woaud these

S.- 4ire e' ;not'Iher examnple of' a f'orm OF control over transfer of' arms proposdb

41 11 eo : n 2 et al, is to make the transf'er pr-ocss more viscous by extending the t:mefr

decat icn Congress [Ref. I: p. ~ j 1' Wa 1ol be the result of'such a pol~c,) Would

it halve2 any effect on the likelihood f rn;r to the recipient.' To answer uton
.lse th foeg oi: nl<''oi dsmesrt of' model of theC arms

* reo~s o hth Io~ te.t tn ar~ a policies and see what the Uc i~c
Ivul 01CS' h theLU. s

N.0V
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Laurance and Mullen no0te that. 'most of' the scholars and analvsts cOr'o ItIn:_

research on arms transfer issues are generalists and political scientists &rawn tote
-s-saes bv concern for policy anid tile policymaking process. ' Ref' 1: p. S,)j e.

Zhat tae is a need For speciajists from more diverse fields of studyv to be br-ouiht:-
nL ,,.Cstn_7at~on of' arms transf'ers. The purpose of' this study is to 1brlnvz Operatiorn

Reer' ech1niques tI bear and develop a model of' the arms trans" r proes;s. The

modl wh b stuctredso ha it can be used as an arms transfer policy oo b
..lsts wth verv lin-ated mlathematical background. The techniuchsnt -odel

* arms tra n ser s is cross impac:t anais.s The next chapter wil inrouc the COrn~t Of'
s~cs :monact anialvsSs and KSI NI. an enhancement to the original technicue. Ch-apter
ta ,ior KSI NI to mode. the arms tranisf'- process and will be f'ollowed by a c~hapt-er

d~cassi te results of' the smIulazion.

-W-
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[L. CROSS IMIPACT ANALYSIS REVIEW

A. INTRODUCTION

Futue r~:'c: s a t~rlathat explores different techiques of' forecas::ne-.
no isi :ts>or.at utrosresarh is to broaden our time horizons and enbl us

.. ~.::'.~.a atica~olo:;g terra chiange per se. but also to see how, by)- controllE.-uc

Il.~ na :acase tle range ot' our alternatives and select alterna:i'.es likely to

orcucea ettr o,%ci,1t ,rn ,,oth the near and lonzer time periods.' [Rel'.4:.
"'car tndto'tkea isint~n eteen ordiction and fo-atrc n

eo:~:~n is a attept to pecifially dentifv the future asasees:

S. 1''~~ tao "ke th -x;e'vwih the future rc~arded as inevitable, andntn cud

.................. r .s -t' c% eats, then the studyv and analvsis of' the futur-,e '.vculd -o

I cas'an . noeer eeks to identifyv the alternative Futures. es- :m-a~e thle

'1iccot a:these I!-ernatives and :nvostiLmte what controls existtocae

..............~~ n rder :or a :cast to 'be be3ievable, it must be supported b solid

':c:l mehods. Thie do.eopmntn or ana.%tical tools for the purpose oC ont::ne:1
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~0 '.ebo:'rcssithconrtnof futures research.

S N~\10 t Iccatn :eanaus Such as movmne averazes. recreson. and '.arico'1\

~.:.to:.:n~rt Cs.rquiro surstantial daatmplemet -oe\ or, some 1 stm

c u~aue itat nar"d trend data ex'sts. Furthermore, because tac tuur a sm

ssm : o evluzionan-'. s-trple ex~rapolation of trend and growthi ciurves is an

tc:.rae:hod for developing a plausible forecast. Similariy. althouch la ica

;stat:stL1cs may decal with tine, it Is alwvaxs interms ot- the mist or

:'.ra:'.r ha the future. Focr this reason standard statistical technques h'

udto bec lackn= in their abfitv to anal,,ze the future. Thus.: n cr o

rerch tbe effective, It must-, prpio v techiniques that take advantae it

~~~nal data, since most of the -aih- nocessar-; for the antic:ipation ao na n

C ct >siml% not ava-,lale hr U n- other means. As H'elmer pois out, it

mu t 'arecocnzedhat 1-ctures Ci'.: :.ak opera-,ions analysis, of' wich i h'l

a rart .:ia.al; in a domain of' what niitb

.. ~.c--------~ t~v~I>>:'a~~n~ tm tdonndance on :ntuitlve L~cm :s:

.nr.r- c.a~lc:t .:n; camadtr requirement,. R cf''.
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e .- Futures research must also involve inputs from fields related to the area of :tarest.

although not direc:l' part of" that area. This is because changces in one area of scct

may have a "spill over" effect and , conversely, changes in other aspects of socie:,

- atoect the area of stud,. Finallv, the research must be ;.sstenatic. ais a strict

n. -. mei:hado'., Rica! approach is often the only wav to sort through the many complex
.-:,sut:a ,. :h- Futures researcher. Ie concept o using an expert, or a com'ittee

C.'.-e - ,, in some sort of structured analysis soon emerges as one the most useful
-u;cs ava:abie in the field of futures research.

,-Fe purpose of this chapter is to show that cross impact analysis is a uLseul

method oF incorporatin_ expert opinion into an anaytical model. The chapter ..,

present ::e Delphi technique and demonstrate how the original cross impact was

Sdevelped to rectify perceived shortconngs in Delphi. A review of cross impact

.naiancenents will Follow. This review is not comprehensive; it only presents what this

SCresearc, Cr 1eels are the most widely used enhancements. Nor does the review of the
u vari,,s techniques uo into enoug.h depth to stand alone; readers with further interest in

any oF these developments are refered to the original papers.

B. DELPHI

The Rand Corporation was prominent among the early pioneers in futures

reaear . They observed how well expert opinion fit into the requirements described

S'-ove. but believed that a group of experts was eminently more capable cf nrovidin7

an accurate forecast of the future than a single expert. 'The basic notion was that the

1g.ou, wcud interact to compensate For the biases of individual members, and that the
:.n0Vd vU of" one member of the group may compensate For anothers ignorance.

Ref 6: p). ISj However, assembling a group of experts in one room was not aiwavc

* 3- conducive :o achieving the goal of the group: namely arriving at the best possibie

ecast. The reason was that group> dynanics olten became the prime motivater of

tue panel, rather than a common view of the objective. Some of the specific problems

- aociated with group dynamics are:

1. A group may exert significant pressure on its members to ccnform wvth the

group view, even though the group view may be wrong.
; 2. .-\ srong vocal minority may o'.crwhelm the majority by the sheer volume

:ne ......n ,ents wuie the merit ,o their argaments. taken indi\idually. ma, be
,tuni .'.

"p..,
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- In gcos whecre no ~ceadcr has been appconted. any One :niviu , a':
haean L11Idue In'laL 0:1 the. oUtCo;ne Oi- the ocironit1tee d'eLP1 n ased o

* ~~~~sz.en~th of' hi reron.: no- the :'Ar:t U rut:ns

-. Grou-s are often moe:ieee n r-C-'i':1n AJCro CErne en a rL1tanr
tia'1hnin a:Decat ha ra' ce ore w~u~t.~t~n_4 some erm'te

-- 'v

~o::ve knowl Icei r-.ent -m a -roup cf e'sperts. T I n~eD41 rcdr

ka, 1-cm:':1 'Loou:1on fo r t~ie proLcduIre to work. Th'e :dett of erOuI

:~~OflK?'Crr wa no taO~or o :naivid-_a merrbers which avoided a SPCLI."I opInion

.,i~ko o a soctc panelist. The questionnaires were structured' in crier to

or ~ . r.. 2& :e0ok oth cp at each step of' .he procedure. Az the conclusionl of' the

* Doi' 'e ~ret~ '-~'a stallisz:Lal sumnarv which included the opinions of the entire

nco Abre ou11c, he lasc ,Delphi as described by Mar-rio [ReF. W klows:

Step I. ar~~st ar a -eU t provide a forecast of the Future in the subject area of'

:nore'. as Ke :- ontcp ~ l unstructured: some panelists may provide a nar-rat1l C

....;~- e cthe:-s ma rov~de a list of events and associated dates. The di1: IT rctor

........... La~ tnese topo ts and consoate them into a Final list of key events that are as

Step 2. T1h,-:s itof' events is returned to the group who are asked to estimate the d'ate

>; whichhe ev.ent wvill have occured. In addition, the group members must state a
raso wA' the Ihs tadtesthietImae The director then prepares a

~tat nina ~uma r of' the groups opinions (r-edian and inter-quartile range for each

c% eve': :I sunmmarizes the arumen ts sup-port.ing the date estimates.

Step 3.The Delphi, panel is now xr~ne i-,h a Ist of' events, the stat.-,tica

arand reasons for date est.,,otes- I ndV:dul 1 are askedI to rev iLy th

Z.nc -U.::,nc [le U:tr.s : 1~, - -,-

A:1 .,- J'SC
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Step 4. The updated nmedians and inter-quartile ranges are presented to the panel for

one more evaluation. As in Step 3, if estimates fall outside the inter-quartile range.

: nellsts must ]ustir\ their extreme xie,vs. The director can now compute a f-nal

mredian and inter-quartle range. and he has a set of arguments germane to these events

:er wkhih no date was settled cn. The forecast. then, consists of the list of events and
their : 1eia 'nd i:nter-quartile dates.

O:,,en. there were events Ic.,ued in a Delphi analysis that were inter-related.

T.Ie vav that the procedure was structured required that estimates for the occurrence

of one co these inter-related events be Liven without consideration for the dates of any

otaer e%,ents. If the occurrence of one event was predicated upon the prior occurrence

,," e: , -%-e event. :his proved to be a serious problem in providing accurate estimates.

It was !or tmis specific reason that cross impact analysis procedure was created. The

.enesis .o cross impact was the problem that Delphi panelists were sometimes asked to

c -Ire .asts for individual events, when other events in the same Delphi could affect

tacse events. Thus, it was recognized that there was a need to allow for these cross

:n- ,s . Tom one event to another." [Ref. 7: p. 611

C. CROSS-IMPACT ANALYSIS

Cross impact analysis was first developed by T. J. Gordon and H. Hayward in

I lOS, Their zoal was to overcome the difficulty of event interrelationships by

es....... _and explicitlv accounting for them. They reasoned, "Most developments are

:n some wa connected with other events and developments. It is hard to imagine an

'.Qnt withut a predecessor that made it mcre or less likely or influenced its form - or

o:'e wh'ich, after occurring, left no mark. This interrelationship between events is called

cross impact.- [Ref. 8: pp. 100-101] Events connected by cross impacts had two

_0oe :; evet A could either enhance or inhibit the occurrence of event B. These event

.- ka,:es' were then assigned a strength such that a high strength indicated the

* occurrence of event A exerted a large influence on the probability of occurrence of
e Ient B. Using this data. a cross impact matrix, Si. was developed showing how the

occurrence of everv event j impacted on the probability of occurrence of every other

V. 2" event i. Once an initial probabilitv of occurrence. P(i), for each event was estimated.

0. the mo'del was read, to be tested.

Tl-he cr,\, impact model developed by Gordon and Havward was stochastic in

"natr. ".e'. felt that after a large number of runs (on the order of 1000). steady state

.41'
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probabilities For each of the events would be reached. The basic procedure is described

"ere.

Step 1. Chose an event, E. at random from the list of events. Using a uni!orm

, random number generator 0.1 . determine whether or not E. occurred based on its

::n:t:a. ",r ac, l of occurrence P(il.

Step 2. lf Ei did not occur, discard it from the list and choose another event.

Cont:nuc :his process until an event is found to have occured.

Step 3. Nlodil\ the probabilities of occurrence of all remaining events according to the

cc, equation:
V i) = P(j) - P(j( 1 - P(j))Si.

Step 4. Return to Step I as many times as necessaryv until no events remain.

This four step procedure constituted a single run and was repeated 1000 times. The

i:al probability of occurrence for each event was estimated by noting how many times

an event occured in the 1000 runs and dividing bv 1000.

Gordon and Havard then tabulated the results by event, initial and final

probabilities, and a ranking according to initial probability and change in probability.

From these tabulations, they drew conclusions about which events were most

susceptible to change and which were most resistant to change. "The ranking by

probability shift is. in essence, a list of the items most affected by the suspected

:'neraction. In other words, the item which had the highest probability shift could be

expected to be the one most influenced by external events depicted by the remainder of

the List." [Ref. S: p. 108] One of the real values of cross impact, though, was found to

be the abilit' to test the effect of various policy decisions on the final occurrence

probabllizv of the events. The evaluation of policy decisions could be implemented by

varying the probability of one or more events, replaying the matrix, and comparing

these results to the original results.

D. CROSS IMPACT IMPROVEMENTS

1. Enzer
While cross impact had a great deal of intuitive appeal, there were signilicant

dr,'xbacks to the original approach. Gordon and Haayvard noted, "We believe that

this work is onlh indicative of a methodology of cross impacts. If possible, its current

Ne 5
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shortconcns should be corrected in future work." [Ref. 8: p. 1 15 Selyn Enzer

recognized some of these shortcomings and sought to correct them. Enzer observed

tnat s:nce the relationship between an events initial probability and its final probability

was based on a quadratic function, it was impossible for an inhibiting event to

Kgni,!cart~,v change a high probability and an enhancing event to signiiTcantiv change a

*.v prohbabi' event. Moreover, the effect of opposite cross impacts were not

svnr'....i.. For these reasons. Enzer abandoned the quadratic manipulation suggested

b' Gordon, and llavward and developed a cross impact method based on the likelihood

rato, iRe" 4] .\n overview of this modl follows.

Thie odds of an event oceuring, Oki), are computed from the probability of occurrence,

.. P= i . as -o lows:

Siniarl., probahility can be computed from the odds by

P(i = O(i (1- 0(i)]
It' event j occurs and changes the odds of event i, then the likelihood ratio. RiJ is

related -o the odds of i given j occured by the following:

O(j)= R--O(i)
This impiies that

P(iij) = 0(ij) I + O(ij)J

Using these relationships, then, the modified probability of the occurrence of i. given I

'-. ,as cccurd, is

P(i = RijP(i) [1 (Rij - 1)P(i)] (eqn 2.1)

.nzer used the same basic Monte Carlo approach of Gordon and Hayward.

-ut rnodiftied the probabilities after cross impact by equation 2.1 Through the use of

the I ke!hood multiplier, the magnitude of change in initial probability is the same for

reciprocal likelihood ratios and the domain of change that is perrmitted by this

:ecnnimue extends from 0 to infinity, so that impacting events can have the effect of

to:a.v elirmnating the possiblity of occurrence of a subsequent event, or in fact causing

4t"c s:b~euuent event to occur." [Ref' ": pp. .3.4.] Through the use of a likelihood
C rato. Er.er Aas abie to overcome the problems of assymetry and the diminishing effect
"- :.. caKe~ : arz of crs imr act anal. sis.

16
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2. Turoff

Murray Turoff approached the same set of discrepancies in much the ,ame

way as Enzer. except that Turoff defined an occurrence rat:o. i. as the natural

lcearithm of the odds. (Ref. 91 That is.

0i = (D(PI) = In 0 = in{Pil - P)] 'eqn 2.21

L sino t'is Jeflnition. Turoff set about establishing a relationship between the

:Kk 1ioo,] of occurrence of an event and the effort put forth to enhance or inhibit that

occurrence. He wanted this relationship to be "such that if an equal amount of effort

is devoted to both enhancing and preventing the occurrence of an event then the
i:kc.,..ood, corresponds to a probability of one-half (i.e., random or neutral)."

Re. * p. 31)] Furthermore. Turoff assumed that the estimater would provide

... ,stent probability estimates: this was a crucial difference between his approach and

:hose tec::niques using Monte Carlo simulations. With these assumptions. he

computed an expression for P.. the probability of occurrence of event i:

P= r 'eqn_2.3,Pi I - exp( -{i/- VCikPk' 2

where was a function of unknown variables and Cik was the cross impact term.

Tvuroff then showed that the occurrence ratio could be related to equation 2.3 by usin,,,

e.u..Ion 2.2 to get

4v(PPi
) = yi - -C ikPk

lie noted that while the impact of the kth event on the ith event was additive with

r eect to the occurrence ratio, it was multiplicative with respect to odds:

0 iP AP.) = 0 'P-)OiaAP-)

ii II ] I li I

ot:i.cr words, any change in the probabilty of occurrence of event j which had an
, :: C'.nt , would charnge the odds multiplicazilely. fie concluded h:s

. ,c:ootcn: ' an the notion that his series of equations satisfy a likeiihood ratio

.10ia: o: t1t ,,Ical 'n:ercnce since the fIial odds of an eent occurlng ma, lbe

t".:i ,te -rrodut of an intiai odds times a likelihood ratio.

-., . -. d%' ,.. . - • % (-. % % .-. .' • % -- . %".• ".-. - . . . - .% .- - .- -S



3. Helmer

Eazer and Turoff utilize transformationis inoodds space" before cCictive;,

-p.pc:n- th: ros impacts. The inverse transformations a,,vaxs map onto th~e cloe.'

-.- 'Je noted that trends haxe a natural lower bound at 0 and that the

ze.sestimated v-alue. With these parameters, Helcmer def-ined his transf'orrmation

RP K o < P) O P< L

* t- Ka dc-fined1 as

(C -SA(' C S)

S

an~l S was a "surp~rise threshold". The surprise threshold was set such that "we will not
~e ~r~r~ed endinz on whether the true value turns out to be outside or inside the

Cr~c~at1,e nervi' [Rf. 5: p. 23J In this model, cross ipcsaeadtv nR

R(Poi~j)) i RP) + Xj on i)

'kc- X1 or :) s the actual cross imatcoefflient from the cross impact matrix
I Ie1mer -ccon-umended a scale of -3 to r or the values of X according to:

1l 2 = small ±2 = large

±I = medium ±S= overwhelm-ing
P 't;cand negative values corresponded to enhancing or inhibiting cross iracts as

cf-ore. Once all impacts had been aggregated. one need only apply an inverse

MI. K) -%RL K - -RC

2R
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to )btalr. the fairbb::.sA no:i:. in!t di"rence in Hielmer s mOdel In", th.-c-

nreented earher :3 th~at ip .zon.one !irlne hrtrv. ut tlhls %vas :re

A\n exeent C rl '' , '' etcr E:er s khodrazio a~p.a.

II 22 .. :.1..' ' V0e> SiC on .cr Snterna! b.0 1tflV

er:::ee~ ::.C, -C, okedo r.lt.o mnodel or -he R-pace 2node!

4.Blownm

re Yr h o~a~ ut somexwhat restr-:ctive cross impac:t mod'e. %'.J\

B 1 :)irs [Re:. 1 14 In this model, the oOJect:'e ;AU !,o ue

:r 2-t -,c near-term f1;,ure of' the system under conslu'eratilon.
Ir~erC "iu:efr the use of' Bloom's model is the ava ilbilitv of-

-i_ nd a \zm r study which :ends itself to data collect:cn. -There
.o t" i~'''n u11rn wXhich thle mlcdel Is bu1lt:

e F i l se posses~es con, ilerablc inertia. The most li'kely future of' thle s% stem
nt irle extrapolatton of' past vartabie trends. While the prcbab 1ltv of

,-curr:nge na' 1"e smrall, it is assumed to be larger than an%- ctner

* c vato ot' an% trend from isundisturbed future path xill hae a cross
1- ILZ on the othier trenld % ariabies in the sstem.

1I rc 'Ire \eveCrai rea.sons why, Bloomi felt that a deternmstic trend cro-s s

;mra.v-h a graphic al display of' system variables was more appropriate than

toer vteearler. First, cross Impact modlels produce a Iina! set of e'.ent

eydo not yield a likelv sce,,nario that resulted in those probaihtie . 1-or

10 t.zoi~ he user with the dynamic change in the trend varia'bles 0; ertie

S eLc- Bocom noted that, "the cross Impact mecthod has not dealt with svstem ni s

-~ *. ' oh :t has been asserted by tu.nsof' social change tht pritnc r -L n~

* 'e~ ,% sstems, as indicated by trendsN. i,, cq,-alY im-portant in under, :ani'd: h-:xt o:-

s'.Jdr hanze caused b% sincular e ents,.' R ef . I11p 3S I FI ily at %L t -e,1 t] 7'csso

n .i s at .ka% to com-.bine na~t datza with the intuitivc perceptions cl a _,rcup
: e.er ~.ce raplea pcturc 01 z:ne fture is ),ten easier for a gZrCup to?0 .a

-. . *~ ~ *o.:t:~ iy ofthe ut are. W -,h this rationale. Bloom d'. elcred .~n



eciua:,o tr hat :s easily used b, a par.el of' experts with limited background in: he

mathmtc of forecastrIng and wh o have ac.es;s to relevant data.

Bloom s bas.c cross inlac:t e,,:L.. .ion is

Nit - A:. X It) - A X I : q.4

where V~ t) Is the level of' variable N; a: time t, AX Is the extrapolated change; inX

ovrt. -At) and 2.is the cross imatof trend jon trend i. Equationi 2.4 :s more

e ii-:i undlerstood if wvritton in thie "orm:

Cross Impacted value of a priori chance due to the

va'eof Lrend = trend j -4 increment X cross .impacts of

Lit I At) at time t to trend jall other trends

There are several points to be made about Bloom's approach. Equation 2.4

ex presses the future of' a systemn in terms of persistence. not in terms of change. "It

e~hivexcludes crises and other system shocks which result in sudden. large.

disor:i:uuschanges in the levels of the key variables in the system." (Ref. 11: p. 521

* Vtiaesmust be- viewved as those which change monotoniclv. The model cannot deal

th rens hat are constant cver time since this will make AXj equal to zero and

mplner t.: css imnpacts have on effect. Finally. [Ref. III is restricted to only trend-

tred :~pa~s F!-is last dei~nvwas corrected when Bloom developed an extension

t . renlniodel to include evet [ Ref. 121 - The inclusion of evns I Is

~..j ~ vusing the cumulative Ji'stribution function (CDF) for the logistics

-<i >no dlescribe the prob,%.hilitv trend of an event over time. Coriseq Lcntly.

en' Ld e vIewed as trends th'at increased monotoniclv- from 0 to some maximum

C'. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -n Ir ahagftmedtrie the parameters of the equation. While It is

ert/euthat a true CD mnust apr'roach a v alue of- one as t approaches inflnit te

_, ~:'n needed is obtained I 'ut ,.: he logistics CDF by a maximum %alue NI.

SNIIC-74

A rss Impact mTodel that I,; osaral ifferent in approach and results is

0 SI l -~. A....t as ece> D'.mrerrin and Godet in 19~5 [Ref. 11] 1The%

2!n9:e he.x .~u tchi de~eloped up to this point ailed to



nr' :cnsistent Erna, probabih:es and %ieldIed results such as
1 <2 [, J j', J

.s *rconat. tle with

P( P .Ij Pkl - Pino-, jP1no:.ji

[)u pcrn .ind Godet noted that "or a Ssseml of n everl.:' there wvere- 211~ c~cn

:> si~c. Ihis could be vie'.veJ as 2, sce nariosw:ricrrna xct

*:eCr :_,01 fcurn or all events from one to I ih ic n ra~n cc:it

had a p-rcl-labliv of occurreceL of only 111CUt 1 1,edi. on.7 toel".QrC
.:oL the I roal -I-b I i es asiened *o the events Ref. I: p. I'< L-c,%;~r

c ere usually ut d,1i'eren: scenar'os with only slichtlv loweCr rnr -",a,-Iiluc l ,n

.ct robable sc:enario. Duperrin and Godet f'elt that for cross imip i,-

-Le his dr-aw.back. thi'e method emiptoy.ed wvould have ,o produce a ranks ordler of

'sie cnariosa The requiremnent to generate a consistent set of Iftinal

- ~ cliesand to produce a scenario raniiKing led to the development of' SNt1C--4.

hemethod assumes that a panel of expert!s will be able to rendler oninions

-0 * 1 The list of' n events which are considuered to be the key ones for the sse
und-er :onsideration.

0 The pronab.lity P(1i of each event e, defined as the probability of the occ:urrenc:e
of'c e 1 .within the time period considered.

0 The :on,.itiona11 probability of' the separate event pairs:
Thi t ,,=[Ihe probability of I if fI occurs

Pi Inot j)=the probability of' i ift" does not occur

A civon scenario denoted EK IS comp-Iosed of n separate events: e, or ebar " >r

LCriens. wvhich correspond to event I occuring or not occuring. respectively,. This
h~:o~ as ain unknown probability m,1 and the sum of' all 7rk must equal one. P'I is

= (1 O 7t k

* ik = fe, forms part ofE Ek
= U if ehorFrms part of' FI.

For or t.Non the isu fconitcc in cross inmact anal\% sis. "cC e. 14!

. .:. .ct . . ... . .

1%%,%
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Silar definitions are established for P"(i and P*(I jbari. These theoretical values of
P*i . P*ni~j) and P i jhar) must satisfy the constraints established bv Bavsean

-robabilitv theory. Duperrin and Godet wrote an objective function which was the

Yed:rence between the Pki J estimates from the experts and the theoretical V, i jP*(])

,.. expressed in terms of nk This objective was rmini zed subject to the

[- -Xn,, = 1 and nk  : 0) for all k

"The n-un.mzat.on probiem described above is of the quadratic form with linear

-ccnst.-aints. Soivine this system of equations yields both a consistent set of

"" abilities and a cardinal 7ankin ofall possible scenarios.

SMIC--4 came under quick criticism by Mitchell and Tydeman [Ref. 161. They

were able to show that the cardinal ranking of scenarios was not unique and further.

that the system of equations is potentially very large. If the problem was reformulated

n terms of P*I i and Pt j). and appropriate constraints added, then the system would

- become a linear programming problem which could identify the multiple solutions.

Furthermore, Y. Ka~a. et al [Ref. I: p. 2451 show that the use of Dupperin and

Godet's quadratic objective requires such computational effort that obtaining a

solution is prohibitive if n is ver' large. Finally. the ability of expert panelists to

.* answer questions that lead to estimates of P'ij) and P(iijbar) was doubtful. Mitchell

and Tydeman pointed out that -results of studies currently in progress indicate that 1 I

. artic.an's are irecuently confused and unsure of the interpretation of such questions

".*. a...n d ,2_ respondents often interpret the questions in terms of time-dependant

S.-ond::iona7 probability statements." [Ref IS: p. 133] The significant difference between

P. and P ij occured first) is clearly demonstrated in [Ref. IS. Consequently.

S\II---. which appears to be a fairly popular cross impact approach has some major
-:::culteie ch hamper its effective use.

KSII

.- In 1972, Julius Kane advanced another cross impact technique that was

srni-iar to several of the techniques already presented, ,et was unique in its approach

Ref. 191. Unlike other futures researchers. with the exception of Bloom. Kane's

, rimary. concern was to develop a model that could be used by people with little

,-,c ;-eratca: backround. H-I be eved that most simulation models were excessively

.rimeric-i and focused attention on those %ariables which were easily quantifiable and

. .ed to e.ude 'ariables thIat were hasiL', ;ubjective in nature. As a result. most

O.
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policy makcrs, fHr whom these modcl' %wcie dcigncd, were reluctant to invest the twie
to understand how to use the s Iuh l1t ion model, K ac s ojec.tive wa to atteunpt to

rectil this situation. "It was the purposc of our research to trn and design a
s imlulation procedure - or better vet, a simulation language in which techinically

qunsophisticated people could quick],, become fluent in the logical expressions of cross
-,"-'impact concepts. IRef. 19: p. ()I ..\dditionallv, Kane sought to structure the problem

H allow for a realistic, graphic display of the s stem variables since this was most

e as.i l processed by the user. These notions form the basis of KSINI, Kane s

SI YI ulation latncuace. The model is constructed such that it has the follown12

properties:
* System variables are bounded. With an appropriate set of units these bounds

can always be set at ) and 1.0.

. A varia-le increases or decreases according to whether the net impact by other
system variables is positive or negative.

, The response of a variable to a given impact decreases to 0 as that variable
approaches its upper or lower bound.

* * A variable .ill produce a greater impact on the system as it grows larger

" Complex interactions can be broken down into a network of discrete binary
interactions.

The KS[I algorithm uses state variables, Xi(t), which are bounded by 0 and 1.0 as

described in tile irst modl property. The updated value of X(t) is calculated by

%. . .-. i( t)

Xi(t + At) Xj(t) (eqn 2.5)

.where ri(t) is chosen explicitly as

".'-'." 1 + '?At'( Yij( t)' -Yit)

• ti(t) = (eqn 2.6)

+1 4- 'AtV"(yij(t)l 4-

0.- and -/,(t) are the cross impacts of variable j on variable i and At is the time period of

one iteratin. The cross impacts are functions of the magnitude of the impacting

a r:able and the rate of change of that variable as shown in equation 2.7.

pZ.
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v. .. Xit B;(dX(t) dt) eqn 2.
'i j

Equation 2.6 implies that ;tt 0. thus equation 2.5 always maps the open interval

0.1) onto itself. Equation 2.6 is much clearer if written as

1 - At{SUI OF NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON Xj
.= - At SLM 01: POSITIVE IMPACTS ON X11

When the posi-ive impacts are greater that the negative impacts, then 7;(t} < I and

results in an increase of XN t). Sinlarly, when the negative impacts outweigh the

positive ones, Xift) will decrease. This is in accordance with the second assumption

property of the KSIM model. To investigate how the remaining properties are

satisfied. let At -0. Equations 2.5 and 2.6 can be written as a limiting system of

..d erentil equations:

(~it*,. i_ yt )Xi ttlnXi( t)j

Kane refers to the term Xi(t)dnXi(t) as the "modulator" since as Xi(t) .I, dX14t) d-

0, and likewise, as X(t)- 1, lnX(t -+ 0 and dX dt -+ 0. This is the requirement of

the third property. Finally, if the effect of Xi-t) in equation 2.7 is considered

individuallv, it can be seen that it will have a greater effect on i(t), and ultimately on

N. t - At,. as the magnitude of X](t) increases. Thus, the fourth property is satisfied.

Finallv, since the s-stem is modelled through the cross impact term, y'i. which

:scrtbes a binary interaction between state variables i and J. it can be seen that the

;:nal KSIM property holds. The output of KSIM is a plot of each of the X variables
ver ti.-e and provides the most concise, vet descriptive means of conveying the results

o :ne s:.m it ion.

Lipinski and Tydeman proposed an extension to Kane's model which allows

C for the inclusion of events as state variables [Ref 20]. Their extension is similar to

.B oom s. in that events are described by their CDF. Since trends in KSI M are

described by logistics curves, it seems natural that a logistic CDF would fit nicely into

-he frnamework of the model. Lipinski and Tvdeman show that if X. is a trend variable

w. . r : -:':ia:lv ncnconstant, then updated values of this variable are calulated as

I(t - At)= .N(t)Qi It) i~t)

%' . . . ...
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wnre~.is the cross In-.-ac t term d'escnbed vrev IOUsly and Q(t is a Cunict~on -hat

kzenerates the imt:al nonconistant trend:

X t A, = Xit1P tAt)

toicuean event in the simulation, the function Q(t) which describ)es that

I)[ 1: und, a~: ncdo in thie cailculation at the appropriate time.

E. EVALUATION

Tsresearclner believes that KSINI. in its extended form, is the most complete
and in-a,'e leasina mnodel available fromn t he cross impact techniques reviewed. It

-. S,>rliCS thecontP'eX interaction of' variables in a realistic, nonlinear fashion, and.
orce 'Oggr- lmmed, does not require mathemiatical sophistication to manipulate the

varou tmeters and internret the results. The gyrowth characteristics assumed can
bno:. to acconimrdate ev ent CDF's of anyv distribution so the model is extremeiv

IL C n a ture of the model encourages investigating the implications of different

J'c::c .d.or s. A itnal> the group interaction that results from evaluating inputs

oCUtpts lc Lken Just as valuable as the actual results of the simulation.

Frtee-ca,,ons. KSINI appears to bie a usef'ul tool For tn.ine to fInd answ ers to some
a uetios rised in chanter one, and investiizate isussro ngam

* tano~ The nex chapter will develop, in detail, a KSIM model that can be used to



111. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ARMS TRANSFER MODEL

K ,A. INTRODUCTION

'"The orevou> c!nter introduced the field of futures research and described the

-- recas::ne te niue or cross impact anal sis. Several imorovements to the basic
-. cdei we:e discussed. among them KSIM. KSIM is unique in that it is a rew

mathem.atical language that facilitates a non-technical decision makers active

'nvolvement in modelling system behavior. This is critical for investigating policy

.i--i:pnioa:io.is in the area of arms transfers since there is very little hard data with which

one may construct a simulation model. The purpose of this chapter is to develop an

interactive policy simulation based on KSIM to describe the arms transfer process.

B. KSINI PHILOSOPHY

O Before proceeding, it is necessary to discuss the underlying philosophy of the

s:mulation. The outout of a KSIM simulation is a graphical display of system

variables showina how they change over time. As such. KSIM emphasizes the

.gecmery of relationships rather than hard numerical predictions. As an example of

w1ant is meant by the geometr- of a relationship. consider the following statement.

water :s nour:n, out the hole in a bucket faster than water is being put into the

bucket. Without quantifying either flow rate, the size of the hoie or the capacity of

ebucke. we still have a firm grasp on the general behavior of the system. As Kane,

orserved. 'Subjective evaluations generally correlate well with geometric

-n:derstandin,. If not too much (precision) is asked for it is possible to get more

.uncerstunding . [Ref. 21: p. 661 Thus, while a subjective evaluation is relatively

.m'iguous by nature, it does contain useful information in the form of geometric

Srelati nships. Further, it is in the interpretation and evaluation of geometric

re'ationships that mathematically unsophisticated people can use their intuition and

,'--reason, rather than rely on obscure statistical measures and overly precise numerical

.redictions.

O KSIM calculus is designed to impart a feeling for linkages that cross connect

p " r-o.:cv votriale,. As a prime hypot!esis we assume that in actual policy

iraementation. more insight i needed in geometric concepts (the connections between
a"- . .. the direction or orces. and the threshold and saturation of variables.) Such

'6
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colisiderations !,Jclar norc inpQToitlCe tiarillillnetic Sipeif1(lktoll uioJli;t,

Ref' I .C71Wt hs notions of KS I N pilosophv in n~iJ ierciati'.c sof . 1co

Ot' :11del Iinlut reurmns ses to ni:.'Kc more Jcse ic e euired inputs are:

1 [he i5t eve c~ nts and trends con ,1iderCd o'0  he ilI liniflLirm 5eCt ci '. ariabies 0hm

1 [he int alue l 1Ior thl.-k ,,lis adten .

c, Th trcn e-th anrd mode cnani r inhitit inc I of' the cross impacts between

With tLhese inpu"Lts to thle model nov defined anld thle outpUt of' the model with its

geometric conce(pt described, it is approriate now to develop an algorithmr to relate

* the two.

C. I{SIMN MODEL OF ARMS TRANSFERS

A*\s ai review, thle K SI N! mod'el has he floigFive properties:

*0 A ll system variables are bounded

0 Variables changze according to the net impact of all other variables

* Variable response to net impacIt approacheCs as that variable approaches its
Upper or lowecr 1ot1d.1.

*Vlariables will exert a Lrea ter Impact onl the s\ stein as the magnitude of those
arialesc crows larcer.

*Conlplc' interactions can be broken down into binan.y Interactions.

The mathlemlatical calculations are carried out in an iterative fashion. With At being
thle timec interval for one Step, fu~ture valueCs of system variables. X.( t ~- At), are

Lcomputed f'rom present values. \P( , according to equation 3.1

7i(t)I
X(t -At) = %.(t) (eqn 3.1

I hec term nr.(t) is derived from the cross ipacts. -,7M

IT t) =(eqin 1.2)

St~t



'I he cross impact term, yii(t). is a function of both the present value of the impacting,

variables Xj(t), and the change in the variables dXi(t)'dt.

Aitt = A i N t) Bii(dx t).dt) (eqn 3.3)

Kane et al provide an excellent description of the meaning of the A.. and B.. terms in

[Ref 211. They observe that the Al. term describes the impact variable j will have on

variable i simply because of its existence. F:or example, the amount of sunshine has

:his type of impact on plant grow th. On the other hand, the elements of the B.. matrix

describe the impact that a change in the value of variable j has on variable i. The

impact that weather chances often has on arthritis pain is an example of this type of

" impact. A and B.. may be functions of time but are almost always constants. (To

.require the user to estimate a functional cross impact parameter would be contrary to

the concept of simplicity of inputs!)

In its most basic form, the KSINI model is described by these three equations.

In this basic form, only trend variabies that are initially" constant over time may be

used. The values of the trend variables are modified according to the cross impacts of

other trend variables, so they are not constant in the presence of cross impacts.

Lipinski and Tydeman sought to find a way to include trend variables in the simulation

that were not initially constant. That is, the trend variables of interest are those that

take on new values over time, regardless of the presence of cross impacts. These initial

nonconstant variables can be included in the model by first finding the function, Qi(t).

such that it describes the original nonconstant trend, Xi(t), in a recursive way:

Qi(t, At)
Xi(t A t) = Xi(t) (eqn 3.4)

b'p

sa

- o,. to include X(t) in the KSII procedure the impacts are applied according to

.eluation 3.5:
Qi(t, At)Tr it)

Xi(t At) -- Xi(t) (eqn 3.5)
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We nw notIC that a1 gv iveli c unInlative distribution Function (Cl)1) can he
- rten in iterati: lbrm as

- O i(t, At)

4Ci(t -4- At) Cit) (cqn 3.6)

h ac where Qit I js a f'Luction that wiII descri bC the CDF of C.. '1hus, Q(t) is a function
that ieds the a priori increment to the C)F at each timc step. Our objective is to be
ahle to learn about the behaior of the system of events that comprise the arms
transfer process. One of the difliculties of using the KSIM model is to define exactly

what is meant by the looselv used term "system variable. Therefore we shall explicitly

,,,line our state variable Sli t). the value of event i's CDF with due consideration of
cross impacts, by the followine recursive relationship:

.'.:-.:.Qi(t, a tw yit)

Sit - A) = S(t) (eqn 3.7)

where Qi(t) is the a priori increment to event i's CDF at time t and 7i(t) is given bv

€ .: equation 3.2. To initialize the state variable Si(t), we find the value of time, (to), for
%" which C(to) = 0.Q01, and let S(to) = 0.001. In the absence of cross impacts

2. (t) = I), equation 3.7 is precisely the same as equation 3.6 and the system variable
: for event i is simply the CDF for i. We shall now explore the properties of our new
:::21:::model.

D. MODEL PROPERTIES

iThe properties of this new model arc exanined in terms of Kane's original model.
Kane's first property states that system variables are bounded by 0 and 1. Since Qi(t)
,-generates a monotonically increasing function (the CDF), it must be less than I over
-all t. We are given that r(t) is greater than 0 by its definition. Since Si(to) < I by its

"- definition, then the value of

• . Similarly, since S t ) > 0,

: -: : 7 : S i~ ( O t ) M ( t ) - 0

2)9
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Thus the property of boundedness in the open interval (0,1) is preserved in the new

model.

Kane's second property states that a variable increases or decreases according to

whether the net impacts are positive or negative. When there is a net positive impact,

7T i.z), < I from equation 3.2. Again, we know that Qi(t) < 1, so the product

QirI t) < 0). Thus we can positively state that in the presence of a positive impact,

S.t) ".viil increase. 1lowever if the net impact is negative, 7r.(t) > 1, the behavior of

Si( r) seems to depend on the product Qituzi(t). Note that when

.Qii. t ) < I Sit) increases

- Qi(t)rti(t) > I Si(t) decreases
Qi(tm'(t i= I Si(t) remains constant

However, what seems more important is what happens to the state variable in the
presence of impacts relative to what happens to the state variable without impacts. To

explore this, consider the difference in magnitude between Sj(tlQi(t) and Si(t)Qi(t)/i(t)

* for various values ofn.(t). Observe that when:

," +'r-+ ti( t ) < I S i( t )Q i( t) < S ( t )Q i( t )1t ( t )

-.'+- ' " T(t) > ISi(t)Qi(t) > Si(t)Qi(t)7ri(tI

From the above relationships it can be seen that in the presence of net positive cross

impacts, the state variable will increase above its a priori level and when there are net

"negative impacts, the state variable will be forced below its a priori increment.

Therefore. we can conclude that, in terms of our model, a property similar to Kane's

second property is satisfied.

The third property is that a state variable's response to the cross impacts of other

system variables will decrease to 0 as that state variable approaches its upper or lower

bound. To investigate this property, we take the derivative of S. with respect to time:

71 Si(t ._At) _- S t)  S Sit [ Si(t)(Qj(t)7Tt(t) 1) I1

A t At

From this expression. it can be seen that as Si(t) approaches 0, dSi(t) dt approaches

.ero. .\so., when S.(t) approaches 1, , Sit Qi t)1ri(t)- 1) 11 approaches ). so dSP t dt

,: gocs to ,. Clearly, Kane s third property is applicable to the new model.

-
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Kane s t'ourth pr-ope-rty is that, all other thing-be~n equal, a ar:ibic :11 e\c;-t

7reater Influence cn thie sxstem, aS its m1ac-r itude :nreq~.Lumtenlottrt.

i~t)s a Curiction of, b-Otna tne n uCCo S .11U rndite rate k-) .j C1 i

T-:-us. s the mdgnitude or' S. t !-IreaCS 'tw ':i. 7rooucLe a Vagr\ao

L :S~ ur e r. dae net 1ipact on1 stae vr:a'ble .i h1e !,urzli KS! \1 pr.h!

f i \ n t sul to :-'t to 11t o nl b 'nr. in7)a'n lAie.

ih. * ',% holds ~nes'tmrca~ri.sr< pdlc cu!'C:

e7: Cn v' w-hic~h are soiel\. a untOf' event:ur

I o.our e model for th-e x aIlu of' an event C-DL ihLosUra-;

:m~cts:stro':a KSI \I txne cross !Mnac:' procedure. As NUch . %Ve Are 2 M

toe ece~itto f nd a stbWrunericai .nterpreia,.,on for our "tate \a~be

~rtmav cocernin the cemtyor the svstemi variables and the effects the': ha\ e On

each other- under varIOUs, Lircumstances. The model. h.-as utihitv reLcardless of cur ablility%

t aeprobability staements f'rom the va~aes of' its state variables at ariV particular
.in-.c, ionce . ntbrmatLion convexed in terms or' probabhilities is much less appealin-- than a

0vl aail dIsolav oGC the zrcwzh rates and niad-nitudes of' the state variable o~ er time.

.z-ei we re,"er to the basic phlosophy% of' the KSIM procedure: The significant

udeecei rentation between our procedures and most other methods is that wke

emrhasize thie geometry or' the system. the structural relationships between the

vcixaieshle standlard procedures tend' to emphasize arithmetic details, the precise

\r'c: atin r ~el~cietsand p~aramneters." [Rec. 22: p. 2S61

No'-.kwQ shLitk p the task of' implementing this model. The first part of' this

taI con1oss o: -~o elements: the development of an expression for Qi~t) and providing

deo to estimnate the parameters needed to specify Q.(t). The rest. of this

ter Jjresesthe details of this first task.

E. DETERMINATIONOF Q(T)

1 arms transf-er process can be broken down into eight discrete events. The

ISeo isWhat type of' CDL7 should wke u,c to model these events! 'Mitchell Bloom
:t:-e i strong case for sn h oit~ c juat:on t ecieteCPo neet

Rcf. 12: p. IS 5
I h e ~r oina it\ est fuancton P1)1i for the lozistIics distzributlioni is an nrere

ur'a:- ! U; ure ". l. he ntrret: of' this PDF is that there is anco:l

xv.L C. I he .. nc' lrr ct:;esCoC"t pro Habii; dn'olv ~ t;

-Ai



mame s neither srnge nor new. It 1,; olicn said] that It' an event does niot o(ccur

hefore a certain point in time,. its probalility declines rapidly until it is almost certain

us,-t t) 3occur. Examples Include: w aitine far a f'riend to airime at a predetcrrmned place

an"' Z~~ orw 'tn or the partv one hase orcatn f1 kllled to aniswer the telephone. IRef. 1 2: p.

iNI hi1s notion is -uliv ccmpratible ,vith describing arms transfer event,; an order for a

keairsn sstmhas a miaximum probahilit% Of' occurrence some days alter a negotiation

ndif the rder s not placed within a certain period of time, it probabl wilntocr
I cr *!ese and f'or reasons of' mathemlatic Il tractability. In thle KS I N procedure, the

kI1('Lst:cScre will be us;cd to model arms trandfer e~ ent (I) F's.
V.-
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I. Event Parameter Equations

The 1og-stics CDF :s cive K jqon For ease of notation and

u.:derstanding. the ren-,mner o: this d'eveloprneat vlconsider only one event. and w.ii

omiut its subscript. i. When a final com rututiorna C~orm is reached, the subscript w~l' be

-c\flt -at - eqn3.

wereC, h aeo h CDF at L~me t. and a and ~3are constants to be determnined.

To comnpute a andJ 03. ,k~e estimate the tieat which the cumulative probOabC':II"
's eojual to C). denoted I~ The time at which the cumnulativ e probability i qa ou

',I~ be denioted t See Figure 3.)Thus.

w.hen t = ~ C o. 5

Equatilon 3.9 cain be writen in logarithmic form:

-at i n[( C) - I eqn 3.1m

Subist:tuting the values of C for th and t, shown above into equation &lnlog2cdf and

Covngtr a a r.d. j3 ields:

a =[I (t J~n9 "A: 3.1)

rr h h- IIe eqn 3. 12

* ~..:ncrd'er to oblain the Cun,.*in Qi t !fromn the iterativ e equation 'i. we

. . . . . . . .~ ....... r:.it: ofC Aith resnTet to t:

% %
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0 LOGSTIC CD)F

-C

-- e-p -U --3) (-q 3.13) --

dta +t

((t c- t) =~ ((nU Ct

(t~ ~ At ~) a texp( -at - 0 (eq n 3. 15)
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Since we r sant to get out of the recursie equatlion and find a closed form solution for

Qt, we wIll set the right hand side olteciuation 1.15 equal to Citt) "

PCQt - C(tf - A - (eqn3 16)

,... : a . :ak:; the natura, lcar:thlms ofequation 3.16 yilds equation 1.

I
l (Atexp( -t- 1)O 't'rC " = .. . . . . .- n eqn ;I

By dild rn equation 3.1 by InC(t), we have an expression for Q(t). The subscripts are

now returned and our final closed form equation for Qj(t) is

Q-- = inE[i - c u~l(t exp - ait +- P] q3

1 - exp(-(lit i)

i" in
ln 1-exp( - t

F. EVENT PARAMETER ESTIMATION

In order to implement this model the user will be required to supply estimates for

the olowing parameters for each event:

* Time when CDF is equal to 0.5. th

. Time when CDF is equal to 0.1. te

(* S:-c-'h and mode of the existance of this variable on every other variable

. Strength and mode of an increase in this variable on evern other variable.

I lf :he user is ver. familiar with the arms transfer process, estimation of these values

.l.l, no: prove to be difficult. As John Mather points out though. '.\ more useful

development would be the provision of some means of estimating the initial values of

te ents) from avai able data." [Ref. 23: p. 21i Ifa first estimate of event parameters

.C be -ro. ded by an exist~ng data base, then this would greatly reduce the burden

" t'e ana1% sz and provide a ,od ba,is for discussions regarding the acceptance or

- ....r.. ,a the estimraed parameters. Thi:rd Point Systems, Inc.. Monterey.

-.
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California has made a substar tial effort to record arms transfer data for almost ever"

:cuntrn in the world. It is possible to extract event parameter estimates (with the

excerpt:on of the cross inacts from this data set.

1. Event Data Set
Fhe Arms Transfer Data Set was developed by Third Point Svstens to record

i-.v:.di.j rn, transter events which could be aggregated to describe the entire arms
...... Ir process. The purpose !'r the creation of the data set was to aid foreign

-7 icv derCs:an makers to evaluate the patterns, purposes and effects of international

arms tra.0ers. i ReC. ; p T.5 he other major sources of arms transfer data, such as

SIPRI ad .\CDA. have concentrated only on the value of the weapons trans"erred,

,and he date the trans.er took place. Adding further to the confusion, these sources

use d:fferent dates for the actual arms transfer; some use the date the contract is

s sene.. sce use the da:e the order is placed, and others use the actual date of deliven'.

I1I.-- owever, an arms transter consists of many discrete events and focusing only on the

ca , vale of a weapon and its date of transfer severlv limits a thorough analysis of the

* arins transfer process. Recognizing this unneccesarv limitation, Third Point Svstems

'ean to build an extensive data set that recorded each arms transfer event. With this

data. the analvst could interpret the subtle changes in the attitudes of various nations

towards xeapons sales and procurement. Having done this. the foreign policy analyst

m ug':t be better prepared to attempt to influence other countrss actions and provide a

: measure of control over the arms transfer process.

Third Point Syvsten.s identified fifteen distinct events that comprised the

vir:ous szages of an arms transfer. For the purposes of this study, some of these

events. such as capture, were eliminated as not being particularly influential on the

_i-nis transfer process. Other events, such as reject, refuse (recipient) and reject refuse

,,ppler . were combined into one event since they were not different enough to be

,.onstdered separately. Thus, the event set used in this analysis consists of the

* 'cowing eight events (the descriptions are based on the Arms Transfer Handbook

- Meet/Visit. This event occurs when two countries meet to consider an arms
transfer issue. It includes the excnange of notes, messages, and information as
welt as the actual meetino betwcen members of the two countries.

* Propose/Request. When a suppier country offers a weapons system or support
pckage. or when the recipient directs a request to the supplier, then the e~ent
is coded as a Propose Request.

%j."t
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• Evaluate/Negotiate. Events in this category indicate that a count r is in the
process of considering the purchase of some s%,;tem. Evaluations can be both a
supplier country considering a sale or a recipient country consderu:- a
purchase. Also, agreements between industries or governments to produce a
specific piece of equipment for development is considered an Evaluation.

- Reject/Refuse. This event occurs when either the recipient or supplier reacts
necativelv and rejects its counterpart's offer or proposal.

* Order. If a contract is signed or awarded, or if an agreement is made to
npurchase or coproduce. then the event is coded as an Order.

2-. * Delivery. This type of event include- we actual delivery of a weapons system.
tc return to an operational state after overhaul by an external supplier. and

-"ta 1icensed prcdu.tion or coproduction of weapons systems.

, Increase. Decisions to resume a previously halted delivery, reduce sanctions or
sup',ement a previous order are all considered Increases.

W \ithdra s/Cancel. Events in this category are those where the supplier or
-eciplet stows production. reduces the quality of weapons, or cancels an
-,rement.

F: iure 3.3 shows the relationship between these events and possible linkages that exist
.% ., etween tnem.

Data Set Coding

The event data record is made up of two parts: the first is an analytical section

%w:th a strict coding scheme, and the second is a narrative summary of the event. The

ifrst section contains the data which can be used to provide estimates of event
ara me z ters. This section will be discussed in detail. A sample coding of an arms

t, :er event appears in Table 1.
The analytical section of the data will now be broken down line by line.

Line I Field 1: Month (I)

Field 2: Day (31)

Field 3: Year (S6)

The information contained on line 1 is self explanatory. Event dates are only
.oded when the event occurs; if an event is predicted, it is coded as a Comment.

Sinilarly, if an event is alluded to which occurred more than six months prior to the
.ource date, it is not coded; it is assumed that these events were coded earlier.

Line 2 Field 1: Actor countrv (\LG = Algceria

Fied 2: Domestic actor (GVT = government

iel!d 3: Event code 53 = Request Inquire)

.c,

.o

0,,o
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p.•

MEET
VISIT

PROPOSE
REQUEST

,-.'.-.EVALUATE
: NEGOTIATE

-":: ORDER
' "REFUSE

DELIVER

• ; >[WITHDRAW

INCREASE CANCELCANCEL

--

" " l-iCurC .3 Arms Transfer Process.
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TA B LE I

EVENT DATA RECORD

131 S

3GV: 53 GVT BRA

EE- 9 A77REWH ElI

Algeria shows interest in the Engesa Cascave.
B razil,) EE-9 armored combat vehicle with a

0 Field 5: Target country BA Brazib)

A\n ac~tor countrv is the count(rx xho initiates an arms transf'er event. Vhe

iczor coun:-%c can be either the supplier or the recipient; the K-ey beig which country

t i te action. For example, in a Request. the recipient is the actor. whtereas in

an!O:Yer, the supiris the actor. The target outr. is the obj ect Or th e actic

:taedb*the actcr ccuntr-. The domesic actor and tne u om-es::c ta!e rfe to -he

:~rc.o~a~a~nor group within the reSPeLtiveC CcUntr11- that :resproni 'e br che

P-t I :-.o domnestic actor target is SpeCL'fiLd, the govermnt : i aue. Thce eveL

drce-crs to the fifteen specific events that comnprise the arms tr I C:r procesC

Line 3 Field 1: Terms of' sale 1 35 =other)

*h Te terms of sale of a -weapons systemn Is indicated !if the mnforrnation is

avaabc.Examples of these terms inciude conroduction. cff ,ets. e-fts ,nd rJ

Line 4 Field I: Weapon ~ tmEE-9

Fi'eld' 2: Equipment tpc A.-VREWII El)

0 "li he eaponi sstem is theL broad catezor\, of' hardware sup port. J ie

*1~*'*'PentS Leue ode to qne~Lf'r'v 'break down the sys tem, to the component

4-%
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.;HA:% ter the data is collected, it is assembled in the Cbrm of 'stones for

-review. The sto~rye simply collects all events for a viven country both when it is an

when it is a target. In this way the reviewer can see if there exists 11

oherent, logical progression of events. Once the reviewer is satisfied with the recorded

. ,ta, :t Is loaded into a mass storage device.

.. Parameter Estimation TechniqueU-". To obtain an estimate for th tthe time when the CDF is equal to ).5) and t

the t"Me when the CDF is equal to 0.1), one must find a series of events between two
... counm~es that deals with the same weanon system. For example. the offer of the

Ln:ted States to seil F A-IS s to Israel. the evaluation by Israel and the subsequent

order, etc. ra-ht be used as a source of one piece of data. The number of' days

,between event pairs is recorded for all storylines that exist in the data set for similar

ons. (Presumably It tates longer to evaluate the purchase of a squadron of
IF A-1S than a load of NM-6 rifles.) A CDF would then be constructed from this
.ata. The day when the CDF was equal to 0.5 would be th and the day when the CDF
was eoual to 0.1 would be te. This approach requires a great deal of data since the

number of" storiines in the data set is relatively small, however, this analyst only had
"- . access to a small portion of the data set. so an extensive study in this field was not

possible. (Indeed, this type of study would be expansive enough to support an entirely
Sseparate research report') In the data provided, seven samples were found that

.contained the inka~e between Evaluation Negotiation and Order on similar pieces of

cquI-ment. The parameter estimation technique will be demonstrated with the e seven

Li.a cmints. The raw data are shown in Table 2. These seven data elements were

:Cund in s:orVlines from various countries. Obviously, to implement this technique,

Onc would restrict themselves to the arms transfer data from the countr- of interest.

To construct the CDF, we compute the probability that the number of days

betw.veen an evaluation and order, a random variable T, will be less than or equal to the

* various elapsed times, t, from Table 1 That is.

Pr(T < t)

The results of this calculation are shown below.

t -,? 60 64 66 5 59 231

"Pr < 1:53 ,") .42 519. .$5 I 0()()()

0
".. . .. . . . . . . . . . .
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DATA FOR, FSI INI:\Tlu\ OF EVENT P.\RA-\%I[TLRS

D.'I cL i' .:a o Ln Natla t: on D~at e of Order La:pseJ V'me (TI

'\ ')l 8-'j L ' t) ' ~

'"2 w." Q6 0S6 S6

V( 1' ; Ir lo 21 S 6

012f) S6 0.4 19 S6 S9

I S5 u2 1 S 621

Thbceiezre. wve wvould use 66 as our est Imate of t h nd 27 as our estimate of- t..\At :fis
-tal 'LhteetCFs- n fo

p'rt. 'xe recogn i that wihalegteetC~ on rmUto I. thle plot %kl zct

cittre vryquicly. Further, we know that by multiplyingz the CDF by a constariz

ices rnot ruin an% of the Five properties of the model previouslv discussed. We cculd

* rbitrarjlv select values for these constants since thev have no numerical nmea ninz in

- - oaur moebut to give one more piece of visual data. we will use the relative frequency

- '.Of eaheven" in. the Third Point data systemn and denote this constant MI.

-; NI
C (eqn 3.19)

A\s arn example, suppose Saudi Arabia wkas the country in question. Table 3

san.:~_''esSaudi Arabia's arms transfer antvfor the year 1985 -19S6. From this

'arur. or e ecn that the relati\ e frequency of Order IS 744 So this wo-uld be

SM.

4 .41
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TABLE

SAUDI ARABIA ARMS TRANSFER ACTIVITY (1985 - 19S6)

Event Nr of Occurances Percentage

" Prz'@se Offer 16 5.8

R. uest - 6.2

Evaluation Negotiation "h 25.5

Resect Refuse (supplier 1.1

Reject Refuse irecipient) 3 .1

Order 130 47.4

Deliver 13 4.7

Increase 17 6.2

Withdraw Cancel 2 0.7

As stated earlier, the data necessar to make reasonable estimates for all event

"arameters was unavailable. The values of the parameters used in further analysis are

base4 on the author s estimates and in no way are intended to represent any one

c ror arms transfer.

G. KSIMI ALGORITHM

To be effective as a policy analysis tool, the KSIM model for arms transfers must

be programmed: the calculations, while not difficult, are too numerous to be handled

manually. Additionally, the KSIM program should be portable so that it is not bound

to a :nain frame facility and become relatively inaccessble to the intended user. For

these reasons, it was decided to program the KSIM model on an IBM XT personal

* ccmuter. The program follows the algorithm outlined below:

Step 1. Input the event parameter estimates th, te and M for all events.

Step 2. 1 r:t the cross impact matrices.

.J".

-4.
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• .Step 3. Compute the values of a and P according to equations 3.11 and 3.12.

Step 4. Compute the time when the event cumulatie probability is equal to (t) I. If

this time is less than 0. then compute the value of the cumulative probability at time ).

U, se equation 3.19).

Step 5. Determine tne start time of the simulation. The start time will be the

:O'tnmnm o: eac1h Cent s t or. if this is less th~tn 0. the start time will be 0. Set the

•st::-UIaon time equal to the start time.

Step 6. Check all events to see it' their to is less than or equal to the current simulation

time. Any such events becone part of the simulation with an initial value of 0.01.

Step 7. Compute ;' accordirng to equation 3.3.

Step S. Compute n. according to equation 3.2.

Step 9. Compute Si t - Ataccording to equation 3.7.

Step 10. Repeat Step 6 until the stop time (selected by the user) is reached.

This aigorithm was programmed using Turbo Pascal (version 3.01a). A listing of the

suce code appears in the Appendix. To make the program. functional as an analysis

tool, it had to be user friendly. interactive and allow various parameters to be changed.

As such. the program is menu driven. and allows data editing of event parameters and

cross impact values. Upon termination of the session, the current values of all event

,arameters and the cross impact matrix are stored on the disk. When the program is

aoaded, it recalls these parameters from the disk and returns the system to its state at

-t'e end of the previous session. The next chapter will show some results from this

program and discuss how the model mi2ht be used to investigate various arms transfer

policV. Jc:sions.

6
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. MODEL RESULTS
i. Input Parameters

As stated in the previous section. the data used in the testing of the KSINI

arms transfer model were estimated by the author. Table 4 shows the Initial event
"arameters used in the simulation. The values for the relative frequency ot occurrence.

,I. came from Table 3. Since there was no value for the event Meet Visit, uji was

.. d. The two events, Propose Offer and Request, were lumped together to form one
even:. Propose Request i see the subsection on Event Data Set). The value of \ f'or

Propose Request. then, is the sum of the values for Propose Offer O0.5S) and Request

TABLE 4
INPUT PARAMETERS FOR KSIM SI MLLATION

Relative
Event th t Frequency

fMeet Visit 20 10 .0100

Propose Request 35 15 .1201

Evaluate Negotiate 55 40 .2554

Reject Refuse 60 50 .0220

* Order so 60 .4744

Deliver 100 85 .047-

Increase 130 100 .0602

.- ' Withdraw Cancel 140 120 .000

1
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'Pie !hrst run of the modlel ased at \aLe of for all A. and B.. Thisimie

"hat[~er are no crcss im1acs 6'n the results should yield a truncated (CDfI

\.uea he CD F nnu !Tiped bx :s relat:-, C ircLuecv. As Carl he Seen front F:Iure,; 1

4 .rtun 2 tis .s indeed thle Case.

I 'e Cross impar"Ct mlti-Lies we _re th-en estimated usink: Fi2cre 3.3. P1 thkr was

* .t:toti a c.en:>. it %ka' assutflneaha an increase in the robaip,'tv of

~:hi~rtwiih ' soe Ce:ect on !the probability, of the secondj. Recall

..... . e . ).es e ennarne maz s while ncati; e values are inh.bi~in. T h e

atth dr~a:~e B i impacts; was:

o= None

1 = Mild

2 = Stronz

=n Oxrhelming

'aaS th -a o hedrvtvecosipact matrix that were usedith

*'t .o- !,. arte constant cross impact matrix (:\i was estimated in a similar
7ao. RcLl. that this matrix is the impact that the first variable has on the second

.............. .~ ai' 1xene 1o thsmtrx -oever, the followin2 scale was us~ed:

£ = None

Mi Nld

0.2 = Stronz

.3= Overwhelming

c~ ~s~avsthe %~alues used for the constant cross impact matrix:

I hLdta xere entered into the model and a period of 200 days was simnulated.

T:he Cu:so thi 1frst run appear 'n Figure 4.3. The output shows that the cross

.~have a zreat influence on the events Evaluate Negotiate , Reject Reluse and
Orcr. Ths hreeent state variables reached their upper bounds even though their

.. . . . .'.uiaes withou cross impacts was very hu low. To understand wh%, we m ust cely

'..e~i::ethe cross impact matrices and couple the values we see in the tables with the

* .. .. e ob'er% e on the plot. A\s an example. let us trn to deterine wkhx the ,tate

.Kc orRc'cRefuse grew so rapily and to suc a -are maznItue

P 4
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DERIVA\TIVE CROSS IMIPACT MATRIX

IM\1PA CT I NG E VE NT

B3 1 2 3 4 5 6 - S

00

I~e e 2 tPYrp it Ceuetncet6lDlie

Eet3EvlaeNegotiate Event 7: Increase

sKopeI vlae eoitte incrmna increase in the state variable will enhance
the Lrowth of Reject Refuse. Similarly, as the state variable for Order increases, it will

imnct illdepnd n te dffrene I slpe etwen hetwo impacting

-1 a:,:c I an alo h en hatth stte arabls fr rop seRequest and



AB L E 6

CONST.ANT CROSS I.MIPACT MATRIX

I M P.A.CTI NG EVENT

V 1 2 S -4 6 -

2 .1 t ' ) 0 )

; { , o{ 0 0 0 {

I MP.\CTED 4 I) .1 .3 0 0 0 ( 0

,- EVENTS 5 0 .1 .3 -.2 0 0) 0 0

* 6 0) -.2 . 0 0 0

.- ) } 0 -.2 0 .1 0 .1

-. S (.) t 0 t .1 .i .1 -.1 0

Event 1: Meet Visit Event 5: Order

Event 2: Propose Request Event 6: Deliver

Event 3: Evaluate Negotiate Event 7: Increase

Event 4: Reject Refuse Event 8: Withdraw Cancel

* Evaluate Negotiate have positive constant impacts on Reject Refuse. Whenever

-Eai'ate Negotiate and Propose Request have any magnitude, they will enhance the

zro. :> of Reject Refuse. Now look at Figure 4.1. We can see that both

Pro- ose Request and Evaluate Negotiate have rapidly increasing state variables iarge

* \,02C'af tha. t their iro,vth is both 'a.ster ,:higher slope) and of greater magnitudle than

()rer :ap , nu:mbcr -. During the period from day 0 to 75 then. Reject Refuse

.................. et 'ot'e pact that accelerates its growth. In fact, the growth rate is ,o hih

*. -19*.
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that Reject Re"'use h.±s r-r t 'pr~nC e .L te neoat:1, e nnit: m(rr

.- ~c, havel any o 'ne ~a..C~ ~ .1 ~an' arae"r.2

,...a :,-e atreasaonlna

in order to co.' ,..~. A.te~o :t'c

I"... Ad L h re",1-s are 'ncown ir

\eC-ordar-V elCLs .-S One of' he e\ce:lent

ie KSIl nI oe0iLeC

C x the r effect o11 a 'arge positive impact on a state variable.

0 0 L; cu h1,e that ee.al events nave a positive constant cross imp.act on
0 c. or %ve A ad 1 1 6Ct% Meet VI SIt- on Deliver) equal to 0.1, A36

* 1. c\e~oti~c qua to'j.. ad cang *-46 Reject on Delliver) Crom -"2 to 0i.

I he ade :s run cr a 200 day simulaion and the results appear in Fgure -4.5- Again

ce eettthe net positive impacts did have a marked effect on the state -varia'rie

DeW cr u h secondar: effect of gzreatlyv enhanced growth of Increase is evern more
"rcr ane. Te case-Uof his econaryeffect can be traced to the entn h

.. ~evaluo of' Deliver has a positive derivative mpc on the state variablc

.. ~.We cont:nue to modifyV the cross impact parameters. observing the Ifct Of'

I '-I ~ne S un-t.l wek- obtain a set of entries in both of' the cross imatmatrices that

7L,,.:, :n .kse behavior that appears correct. It is during this process of" re!'ining the

* .. ~ .el than~t -he analyst will learn a -Yreat deal about the itrlyof' state variables
teSystem. Many users of' the KS [NI procedure state that this acquired

* -.uv1LuCe is often of' more value than the results of' various simulation runs. It w\1ilibe

* ;dthat the state of the model as pciidb%- the cross impact matrices in Tahies

0~ is satisfactory at this point, ar n rceed with investigating some of the armns

-c ooi'Cls suggested in catrone.
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2. Promoting the Transfer of Defensive Weapons
Chapter one alluded to the fact that some weapons lead to greater political

stab ilty than others by their technical nature and defensive mission, and that it ma be

desirable to promote the transfer of these weapons. One policy to achieve this goal

-. :ht be to actively "sell" the weapon to target countries by demonstrating its

.a 'I:t:es and proposing Its purchase. We can now check to see if this policy will

e te desired effect. To Jo this, the value of N, the relative frequency of

c,:..rrene, , be chanced from 0.1201 to 0.300 for the event Propose Request. The

mear:nng in terms of probabilities or CDF's of increasing )I from 0.1201 to o.10 is not

,:ear. but we only wish to model an "increased effort" in this state variable and

increasing the value of NI tends to convey this idea of "increased effort". The output

from this 200 day simulation are shown in Figure 4.6

The results of this run demonstrate that there is no perceptible change in any

o' the svstem variables due ta the increased effort. In fact, observe that even the state

variable Propose Request is unaffected. The value of \1 was subsequently increased
several times, but the results were alwavs similar to that displayed on Figure 4.6. We

mLiht conclude that the interactions between variables themselves are more important

tC outcome of the simulation than are the initial starting points. Can we draw any

reic'. a:t poiicy dersion information from this simuiation? Certainly one would not
state, based on the results of this run. that an increased effort in Proposals has no

* l'ne~eh. However. the model does tend to indicate that the arms transfer process is
"uter esistan, to change from simple event parameter changes.

Extended Congressional Debate

Another arms transfer policy proposed in chapter one is that the arms transfer

"process should be made more "viscous" by extending the length for Congressional

debate. \V'hat might the effect on arms transfers be if this policy were implemented?

' e parameters for Evaluate Negotiate are currently set at
I

th (time when CDF = 0.5) = 55

t (time when CDF = 0.1) = 40
%e

To simuiate extended Congressional debate these values can be modified to

(time when CDF 0.5 =

zte i me when CDF 0.1 = 35

I%

..
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A~a !an:emdl: un:r2' o.s 3% examirr Fiue4 it can be seen that

e~tnde Co~res~o& e~-ta ~ ot c v a :reat deal of effect on, the arms trans!'Cr
1:1 a. In ro . kinc the growt h of Evaut eoit

.e~stenistodeixtieo-. .ale :e v Ariable Reject Refuse b-, about 5das

\\e~.Oar~.:- :h~ theda ie in n-model hehavior from aliering event
.. k' *.\C ar~O ~ an"; solid policy analysis rcconrnend'ations

B. CON CLI. SIGNS

1- -.L K SI MI '. e i einionstrated that It is not only- f'easible, but desireable to

'~-:.e Ja:dt.sc s ~xe:opinion, with hard data, such as the Third Po~nt

V se>: e\antxa set. TI; i pb ci\t augment hard data with subjective estimates

.................,nmoulellng sxstens, like the arms transfer process. which are not, well

.. r>edH: etentm~t. r: :ouhirs with easIy quantified parameters.

'aa~a e mplcatonof' using KSINI is that it provides a method for the

'1aia.'. LO to :deflt lie structure of the systemn hie is modelling, even though he may

1 C~1C-er1- nod~llig ech'uus. heprocess ofestimating cosimpact

d asand . ent, parameters -ill give the user a great deal of insighit into the "inner

.t or ms of hk s s Lmn Often this -i t is Just as valuable to the analyst as actual

Z .. 'aite Sllmlu .it13 Intself.

I1,, juestloii c," model validation is bound to arise when discussing forecasting

n c">.Ich as -he KSINI simulation of arms transfers. The answer is simply that the

............ rnos Jz e modlelis tc provide the foreign policy analyst with a means to

2:n a n,.ect sI inmage of' the arms transfer process. It is intended to be neither

'r c~t e nr prescriptive; merely a mathiematically sound method for showing the

.. utr~rel tinsips between s% stem variables.

\\lete KSIM procedure appears to be a useful tool in developing a model o1

tue arms transfer process, the utility of this tool in modelling various arms transfer

7n0.LieS seems questionable. The model is very responsive to changes in the cross

12parameters, but resistant to changes in the ev-ent parameters. H-owever, the
vataa arms rnfrplce r oeldb changing the relevant event parameters.

I -"I" theolic y analyst will not be presented with a clear picture of' the results of' his

".)s u tat were seen when cross impact parameters were changcd. Since

K -)1 %I re2~a u eometr-, of %tt ariables, subtle changes in the values of' the
. - ~- *'re -"a ufclettoda conclusions about the effCt of a 2ie

a.3 m ,)ie

'5o

0'V
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Some comment must be made here regarding the implementation of a KSIM
procedure with a panel of experts with limited mathematical experience. The abil!t: to

-nrderstand the difference between constant cross mpacts and derivative cross inpact-

., very difficult to someone who does not possess a vorking knowledge of basic

-a as. 1 s Thus, the policy anal% st may easilv become baflled when trx ing to estimate

aranctrs "or these cross impacts and when tr-ing to understand why a state variable

is so otTected by the rate of growth of other variables . Furthermore, the process of

arrv:'no at a fina: set of cross impact parameters is one of trial and error. This is not

n. verv time consumng. but the panel of experts have no knowledge of what the

-'- s stem behavior actually is: they only know what they think it should be or what the%

--want it to be. Clearly,. the final arms transfer model could be heavily biased and yield

results that are completely inaccurate. To be really useful as an arms transfer policy

analys tool then, the KSIM procedure needs some method for obtaining the values of

'te cross ipact terms from a hard data base.

,'%'
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APPENDIX

KSIMN ARMS TRANSFER SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING

Pr-o-ranied 1n Turbio Pascal rion I oL

*PRCOGRAM KSIMI;

ParamReccrd =RECCRD
TMigh REA~L
Tlo,4 REAL;
MaxProb : RA

AR Done ,SubMenul ,Sub~enu2 ,SubMeriu3: BOOLEAN;
Event.Ro,I,J,Rndln'tialT,T: INTEGER;
Startllime StonTimeMinT: INTEGER:
B : *alue,A ij1Ja1ue,T,_me,DeltaT: REAL;
Tu: ghVa , Tlov4 al ,M.axProbVal: REAL;
Lc%,T,HighT, MaxP: RE.A>,

* ALpha,Beta,:nitialT:REAL;
Name: SN[8
Bi-Array: ARA Li 81..8] of REAL;
A- -rray: ARRAYIK8,1_8] of REAL;
Alp-haBeta: ARRA2[..8,1..1j of REAL;
,..-lue: ARRAYl., .8,1. .21 OF REAL;

Plot~oints: ARRAY [1. ioft,i. .8] of REAL;
EventData: ARRAYFI...8 1 ..3]of REAL;
Tpo_ tO1: ARRAY [iL.81 of REAL;
EventNames: ARRAYj1..8] of STRING[181;
Error-rap: ARRAYV . .8] oBOLEAN;
Urn,-derflIow: A,,RRAYl. .8j of BOOLEAN,;

Cveflo: RRAY[1. .8] of BOOLEAN;
Params: ParamRecord;
Data~u:: FILE of ?ararnRecord;
Ra*,Data: FILE of FararnRecord;
Bi; Fie AiFile: TEXT;
Names: EI

STM:TEXT;
-:LE.N: TEXT;

FUNOTION ?OWER(Term,Exponent:REAL): REAL; This function corn ues the value
- _, of 'term'' raised ~o the power of

POD ?WER := EXP(Exponent*LN(Term));

CONST =8
Limit: INTEGER 8
Empty: INTEGER =1'0

PRC-EDURE LoadEventNamesArray; Loads an array of the event
BEG:Nnames for use in promting

ASSIGN (Names, 'Events.Nam ), inputs and displaying some
RET(Names); of-the results to the user.
RE.' := 1 TO Limit DO Events.Nam Is on the disk.

BEGIN
RE-ADLNT('amesNamre);

A Even::ames 'Eventj : Name;
END;

CLE(Names);

% 4.



?ROCECURE LoadDsta;
This procedure takes the estimates for times of highest probabilit Z
a nd lowest probability defned as that point where CDF = 0.1,) and
-he maximum prcbabjl iy. These .values are stored on the disk in the
fi.e RawData.Da:.

C'RSCR;
O3TCXY( 15,4);
:;R:TE:N :his procedure will ask you to estimate parameters');

o.-Ut the events that go into an arms transfer.');
R-. "; .. .. Ra La , Raw 'ata.:at');

-- ~~-r 7%,;ZT tRa :)0a}
:cFr :.nt .= to Limit DO

it..-' GOT XY(24,B) ;
oWRITE P r ,EventNames[Event] , please enter:);

G0:OXY, 15,12);
WRITE ('The time when the event is most likely to occur
READLN (ThighVal);Params.Thiih := ThighVal;
'vent:ataLEvent.l] := ThighVal;

-- GOT2XY. 15,14);
.RITE ('The tirre before which it probably will not occur );
READLN (TiowVal;
7 arams.Tlow := TiowVal;
EventData[Event,2] := TlowVal;

GOTOT( 5,1 6);
db RITE ,'The maximum probability of occurence ');
READLN (MaxProtVal);'T:Prams.MaxProb := MaxProbVa!;

.etData[Event,3] := MaxProbVal;
WRITE (RawData, Params);
CLRSCR;

END;
CL0SE (RawData);
;:RITELN (Returnlng to Main Menu');

.ELAY.500;
. ... END ;

PROCEDURE LoadBi]Matrix;
-hs procedure takes the user's estimates of cross impact values. The Bij
-: trix is structured such that 2IPACTING events are the columns and IMPACTED
-even:s are the rows. Thus B[3,4] is the impact of event 4 cn event 3.
1 e nmatrix is loaded into an array, BijArray, and written to the disk.

SNCLRSCR;

53CO ;( . 10 2);
WR:TEN('This procedure will load the B cross impact matrix. For each of');

• .TOXY(IO,3);
"-,'WR:TELN('the following event pairs, estimate the cross impact of the the');

GOTOXY(10,4);
* WR:TELN('first event on the second. Positive values are enhancing, and');
.O CTOXY(1O,5 );

WRITELN('negative values are inhibiting. Use the following scale:');
GOTOXY(33,7 ;WRITELN '0 ... NONE');
GOTOXY(33,8) ;WRITELN( '1 . .. MILD'
GOTOXY 33,9) WRITELN('2 ... STRONG');
OOTOXY( 33,10;WRITELN('3 ... OVERWHELMING');
'RITELN;

* AS-S:N [Bi]File,'BijData.Dat');
.E';RTE (BijFile);
?O? Eent:: I to Limit DO

FOR Row := 1 Tj Limit DO
BEGIN

WRITE ('The impact of ',EventNames[Event],' on
EventNames[Row],'

00
(,, l
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See ecrIpti-̂   of procedure for inoexinz c: tnse''-.. "".' ti es

3JTXY25,2 .,2RIT:ELN 0 ... .ONE'
3 .. ..? 25.3 R 'z _ ... . Writes the scale

,4)t.; T. ... • ag :rn so it is
7: ],y 2 , :,; : E N , .. .. Z.E. ,,:L..u .... F: 7 7-LI 3a s avTa i a-'- e

r2,"~~~ ER EL:; - "

Cross :mcac,t matrix is loaded' );RITE ;
,;R::EL: Returninr to oso:n menu';

!-is -z cen e takes the user's estimates of constant cross impact values.
a t rix - structured such that IMPACTING events are the columns
... ... are t..e rows. Thus A[3,4J is the impact of event

!: matrix is loaded into a array, AijArray, and written,:::::=e I sk .

*, , 'Thos rrocedure will load the A cross impact matrix. For each of');

=R L the following event pairs, estimate the cross impact of the the');

.rst event on the second. Positive values are enhancing, and'

' neative values are inhibiting. Use the following scale:,);
7 -WRITELN( '0.0 ... NONE');

-v ,R::E-NI' .. .i MILD')"
.-... '73 9 ;;RITELN('0.2 ... STRONG'

, - RELN 1 C .3 ... OVERWHELMING' )

-A.- ile, 'AijData.Dat');

7:R Event to "mit 20

FOR Row := 1 To Limit DO
BEGIN

WRITE ('The imoact of ',EventNamesrE:vent],' on
EventNames[Row] ,'

READLN (AijValue);
*''-" A;iArray[Row,Event : AijValue.

See description of procedure for indexing of these
va Lue s

WR TE 'i File,AijValue);
WRITEL :

END;
CLRSCR:
GOTOXY(25,2)WR T EL(' 0 ... NONE' ):v" R. . 17 L ,, ,E::' 11 .. %:-E ) ;
GOTOX 25,) ... IL Writes the scale
GOTOXY(25,4 3w7.. '2 "STRONG' again so it sGOTOX(25,, ... OVERWHELHING'); al,:as ava-,a, e

, END, WRITELN ;

R.;::EU: / Cross I-cpact matrix is loaded' ):WRITELN;
T.....l "'RetUrn to a n renu

%4.
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RCEDURE ComputeKS:Min uts;
This procedureed the raw data from RawData.Dat and computes A~pha, Beta
and Tpointal (the time when the evernt C2F is at .01>. The results are i
a r ray AlphaBeta and TFointl. AlphaBeta also holds the value of Max~rcb.

Log9: REAL =2.197224577

-ln =ICCO ; Arbitrarily large value so that the m~nimum Tpoint~l can
E- e nt 0;be foun~d.

HighT Eventdata[Event~l
Lo. Eventdata[Event, 2inputs from RawData.Dat

Nax? Eventdata Ev.ent,31
Alpha l/H~-oi~g; Computation of parameters
Beta HighT/rH'hT-o~~o
:r.:tialT := LN'100axP-l )-meta! (-Alphia);
:4f InitialT < MinT THEN MinT R'01NC,( Thit-,alT)
Al.P.aBeta[Event,11 Alpha;
AlphiaBeta [Event, 2 Beta;
AlphaBeta vent,3, Max?;

END;~[vet = ntil'
CLOSE 'Ra,,;ata)

END

?ROC-EDYJRE Retriev.eBi-Ma trix;
4 ; :.is poroced3ure recalls the cross impact matrix from the disk

-enthe system is _,rtialized and builds the cross impact array
5:-Aray)for use in the simulation.

ASSIGN (BijFile, 'BiJjData.Dat')
RESET (Bi-File);

FOR J 1= to Limit DO
B EG('IN

FOR I :=1 to Limit DO
BEGIN

READ(Bij File BijValue)
BijArray[:,Jl BijValue;

See descriotion of the procedure loadijriatrix
for the inaexing of this arrav.

END;
END;

CLO'SE (Bi-File);

-RZCE:URE Retr.4eveAijMatrix;
-:is crcceaure recalls the cross impact matrix from the disk
-..er, trne system is intialized and builds the cross impact array
(Bi2.Zrray) for use in the simulation.

ASSIGN (AijFile, 'AijData.Dat')
RESET (Aijrile);

FOR J :=1 to Limit DO
BEGIN

FOR I :=1 to Limit DO
BEG IN

READ(Aij File Aijvalue),
AijArray[I(iJ : AijValue;

See description of th.e procedure Load.Aitmatrix
for thle indexing of this array.

END;
END;

~ROCYJRERetrieveEventData;

(62
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Th:.s --cduerzas:e raw, data from the disk when the orocram
:s nta: ed 1S nzts ,a na, beta, and :nit-al tom.e) are

EF n R e : to 7n.m:: :D

;cHParams :C
zventaa7-ent, 12 = ?arams.T~ign:

?:e:DtaEvent , 33 j ?arams .M'ax?rob;
END

:::ss7 kRa-atS)

Z :'- scZlaZ u venz~ atLU 7
-:s crocedu,.re aisoiavs the current values of event data on the screen.

Y: :'TE3ER:

G3--7-25, 2):WRITELN 'EV E NT P A RAM ET E RS');
~~T U54 RELN 'Mo st Not') Column

*K 4 5) ;WRITEL1N 'Likely Before Maximum')* headers
- (5,6) ;R I ELN\'T im a Time ProbabIlity;

-nt : olmit CO

Y := 2*Event+C;
GOTOXY(2 ,y) WRITELN(EventNames (Event])' Row headers

sc~x'z25Y5 ;WRITELN(EventDataLEenj::'
EventData fEvent,21I:3:0Curn
Event.Data ~vent,3 i44$' Current

ENC
0:Y(2', 24) ;WRITE( 'Hit "'ENTER" to return to main menu'),

:h.:s zroceaure 2:s~lays the current cross impact matrix on the screen.

':177E= 6;
2: :JEGER =16;

DITE3ER,

* CLRSCR;
:*IoL 232 WIELQ R 1SS1 P A C T MAT R I X');

G;O70XY (36,4 ;WRITELN('IMPACTING EVENTS'); Column headers
GOTOXY( 23,6) ,WRI7TN ('1 2 3 4 3 6 7 3')
-:R I := 1 to LiitD

Y := 2*I+CI;
IF I=4 THEN

* BEG:IN
EN; GOTOXY(S,Y);WRITELN('IMPACTED'); Row header

IF I=S THEN

GOTOX'Y(6,Y) ;WRITELN( 'EVIENTS'); Row header

GCTCX'I(13,Y) ;WRITELN(I);

3.03
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FOR J I: i to Limit DO
BEGIN

X .= 6"J+C2;
GOTOXY(X,Y ;WRITELN(BijArray[I,J] :2:1); Current

|ii, E: D ;va.. ue s
END;

GOTOXY(23,24) ;WRITE( 'Hit "ENTER' to return to main menu');
READLN (Return);

END;

.ROCEDURE DisolavAi Matrix;
-i.s proceaure aispiavs the current cross impact matrix on the screen.

Cl: 1N_:GER = 6,
CZ: T::TEGER = -

VAR
XY: !NTEGER;
Return: CHAR;

CLRS CR ;
GOTCZYZ23,2);WRITELN ('C R 0 S S I M P A C T M A T R I X');
GOTXY36,4);WR.TELN 'IMPACTING EVENTS'); Column headers
"GoTC::Y(236>wR::E-( '1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8');
FOR 1 1 to Limit DO

BEGIN Y := 2*I+Cl;
IF 1=4 THEN

BEGIN
GOTOXY(5,Y);WRITELN('IMPACTED'); Row header

END:
IF 1=5 THEN

BEGIN
GOTOXY(6,Y);WRITELN('EVENTS'); Row header

END;
GOTOXY(18,Y) ;WRITELN(I);
FOR j := 1 to Limit DO

BEGIN
X := 6*J+C2;
GOTOXY(X,Y);WRITELN(AijArray[I,J] :2:1); Current

END; values

GOTO:XY(z,24);WRITE('Hit "ENTER" to return to main menu');
REAZLN (Return);

END;

PROCEDURE EditEventData;
T..s procedure allows the user to change current values of the event data.
The current values are displayed and new values are input by the user. The
ne'w value then replaces the old value in the event data array.

CONST
C: INTEGER = 6;

VAR
Y: INTEGER;
NewValue: REAL;

$" BEGI N

CLRS CR;
GOTOXY(21,3);WRITELN('E V E N T D A T A E D I T 0 R');
FOR Event := I TO LIMIT DO

BEGIN
Y := 2*Event C;

END GOTOXY(23,Y);WRITELN(Event, ' 1,EventNames(Event]);

,,TOu.,16,1Y+3));WRITE('Enter the number of the event you want changed. );
REACLNEvent)2CL?5 CR;

GCTDXY(22,8);WRITELN( 'Current values for ',Eventnames[Event]:
* $Cx7(22,:l) ;WRITELW1. Most likely time = ',EventData[Event,l]:3:0);
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S 2. 2 No fore time = EventData E-.,ent 2 3 :'-*T ..2. 5 ... =' " ' . '' ?,~1 R : _,<3 M~mm.~bb ty = vetData[E,.ent 3l: : '
GTOX--(2Z.19) KWRITE( 'Enter the number you want to change.
READLN ,I.

'OTOXY22, 2);R:TE( Enter the new value.
READLN (\New, Va3ue*
E.entData[Event,,: NewValue;
II0X7,22, 23 ] ;WRIE- hance complete returning to main menu' );

-h~ 'ccdue ~ios heuser to change cu-rrent values of the cross
1 L za~t -,atrlx. Firs't thne :racting ev.ent. is selected, then the imcacted

even: s seleted. Ie ne', .,a!-,e is incut and repaces the old i~h n
"- >at-_x array.

eiaiue :REAL;

15 3)•
-, C 5 S I M P A C T M A T R I X E D I T 0 R );
W*R .Vent :=I to Limit DO

""'" : :=2*E'went±C:

,. ." C ,; WRITELN(Event, ' I ,EventNames[Event]);

....... 2,' 3));WRITE('Enter the number of the IMPACTING event. ');
b ." -'":LRS -R •

""F vent :=. to Limit DO
Y 2*Event+C; e
E GOTOXI(30,Y) ;WRITELN(Event, ',EventNames[Event]);

GI*Y,20 Y*3));WRI:E('Enter the number of the IMPACTED event.

1-3D.)',,.T- Enter the new value for the imcact of'),
*'" I .... C.'. 2,,, 15) jWRITE (EventNames[J],' on L,Event~ames[I,' I);

,NewValue)
-Arra,J] := NewValue;

Y_:,z;WRITELN('Change complete ... returning to main menu');

• .- ?,--? :EUREEdztAi:Matrix;
. :;s c-cedure allows the user to change current values of the cross

"-o"a c. matrix. First the impacting event is selected, then the impacted
* e''_nt is selected. The new value is input and repaces the old value in

,-.e 3i:Matrix array.

INTEGER = 6;

INTEGER;
IewValue : REAL;

* 2LRSCR;

;:R:TELN C R O 5 S M P A C T M A T R I X E DI T o R');
F:R Event :=I to Limit ZO

Y := 2*E%,ent+C;
GOT CXY 30 , y) ;WRITELN (Event, I . ,EventNames[Event]).
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GCTOXYk2OD (Y+3));W;R:lE(Enter the number of the :MAC-TJ!G event.
READLN A;

-~ CLRSCR;
FORZ Event -I to L~mit DO

BEGIN

GDTXY3,P;WR:TELN(Event, . EventNames[LEven t
* -. -D.~< %.Y+ RTE('Enter the nu-mber of the :MPACTED1 event.

27,3)WRTE(Enerthe new value for the impact of''
%,5)WR::Ek -entNameflI o ,vnumsf

.. .- a Je := 1,''V a 1 u
--~~ ~~ ( WIIN-Change complete . .. returning to ma~n menu':.,

TnearavP :tPoints holds the values of each event at each time increment.
: = C 'to 1000 do
SE:;IN

2 FOR Event :=1 to Limit DO
?lotPoints{T,Event] :=0;

END;

BRICE7DURE InitializeTime;
xll crceorefin~ds the start time for the simulation. It selects the
m.nmumncntCl unless that value is less than 0.Iftiocus he

7z: sa: - e :s set at 0 and ODF values are computed for those events
Al1-ih7hoint0 les s than 0.

:niahizePIot~ointsArra~
:t vent 1= to Limit D

:rrorrap Event] FALSE;
Underflov Eventj FALSE;

overflow[Eventl FALSE;
Aval.ue 7,.ent 11 0; Initializes Xvalue array. : value~t1
Xvalu.eFTvent,21 0; is X(: + dt). Xvalue[:, 2 :s X(t)

CIRS CV:
C JMIXYJ7,12);WRITE('How many days do you want to simulate? (250 max) H

R Evernt :=I to Limit DO

Al~ ha AlohaBeta [Event 1l]
Be a AlphaBeta[Event.2]

% Max? . AlohaBeta Event,.,;
IF TpointClflEventj < 0 THEN

Tocint0[Event] Empty
Xvan.e 7 vent,l 1 Max?/(1 + EXP(Beta)); CDF at t0O
Xva.e jRvent, 2 j ax?/(1 + EX?(Ee-a)); IF at t0O
Corz;ute;s :X80) since T(.0l) < 0

* END;

FMinT < 0 THEiFN Star'time :=0 ELSE StartTime :=MinT:
007(0,1E 4WITLN Start time will be ' ,StartT:.me);

PROCEDURE IterativeEquaticn;

0'
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-i~s nrocedure ccomput:es the value of X( t + dt) based on t'he vae f x(
takes into account cross impacts. The equat-lons are descr:b_'ed i

3 c f the thesis.

Oanma~urn~lus Gai Smr.us: AL7

Alpha_--_ taT

-, E, 3ra~,~

0ammaz-inu5 3amm SumM~nus +- ABS(r ma) Gamma,
a:7 u a P ,;s Ca 7,a 5,_,lu s -~ A B G a G a 7-, m a~

?:.sub' (I +s 05 e aGa auins/1±.5 .e ltaT*C-a ,maSunP lus)
--orraoI] :H peents underflow error with EX? n:. :;un and Denom

NnAlpha*Deltat'*EX:P(-Alphia"7Tine + Beta);
Zen=n .+ EXP -Aloha, Tlme + Beta);
:F (EXPt-Alnha11Time +Beta) 1E-20)TN nefo err

Error-irap{Ij TRUE; is immenent.

:7Under' ow- ' THEN XT:ziusDejtaT := 0.0

Overflow[I] THEN: Z-rplusDeltaT 1.0
LSE

XThs e' 1ta T ?PC1E R( Xvalue [, , P7SUb7)*POWER((! + Nneo)Mu~
a i < _E-20) :HE-N Underf', ,-: : R'

a-:1 > 0 999999,,TETOvrlw1

Xvaue[I 1; Replaces X (t) with old X(t + dt)
X~ouseta; ew ~t+ t) for next time Incremnent

PlztFoints[Tj1] :Xvalue 1i,2];

* ..-. e simu.lation sets X(t) =0 if the tine is before T(.01) for X. When tine
i s e -ual to or ?greater to T(.001) then X't) is set to 0.001. Thereafter, the
pr ceur Itr ,,eqa- computes v.aiu-es for Z~t + dt).

Zero: REAL =0.0;

ime :StartTime;

n _E Time <=StopTime :0

G: Y3 5, '1 WR:TE LN( Tie = .ie:3:1);

ir Mj=:ne)AND C.Tpoint'jl[I]< >Empty)TE
_ recs ifTV . i:sess than present time. :f t',,s value
is e sIa rsn ieO f :tis eimpty, th'-ese steps are

Q*. -- Z
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BEGIN
Xvalue[I ,11 0.001; Both are set at 0.0'1 so sw.-tc.
-v alueI 21 : 0.00!; in Iterat veEcuat-n --.

,:' 1t Empty; Sets EMPTY va1.e so azove cnecH
END; will be skipped.

For I:=I to L imit DO~BEGIN
IF Xvaue[I,11 = Zero THEN
BEGIN

CASE I of
1: Plotpoints T,1 0;
2: Potpo r.tsT .- C
3: Plotpoints T,3 0;
4:. ?bctz oirts T,4' ;
5: P~ot~oints 7,5' 0;
6: Piotooints[T,6] 0
7: P2otpoints [T, 7 0;
8: PlotpointsT8] :=0;

END;
END
ELSE IterativeEquation;

END;
Time := Time + DeltaT; Increments time
T := T + 1 increments PlotPoints array row index

- " E ED ;

PROCE:URE PrintResults;
* Sencs results to the printer

,'-[.'-CLR$CR:
GOTOXY(25 15);WRITELN('Sending results to printer.');

. EY(00,,
WRITE(LST,'Time 1 2 3 4 I);

-WR:ELN(LST'5 6 7 8');
Time : StartTime;

WHILE Time <= StopTime DO

WRITE (LST,Time:4:1,'
1WRITE (LST,PlotPoints[T,l :4:4,
WRITE (LST,PlotPoints[T,2 :4:4,'
WRITE LST,PlotPoints[T,3 :4:4,
WRITE (LST,PlotPointsT,4 :4:4,
WRITE (LST,PlotPointsT,5 :4:4,
WRITE LST,PlotPointsT,6 :4:4, ;
WRITE (LST,PlotPoints T 7 :4:4,
WRITELN (LST,PlotPoints[T,8] :4:4);
Time := Time + 8NDeltaT;

END T := T + 8;.'. E N D :

GOTOXY(30,17);
* WRITELN('Enter To Continue');

READLN;

PRC EDURE WriteOutputFile;
This procedure writes a sequential data file to the disk. The user inputs
thne name of the file. The procedure writes time, Xl values, X2 values, etc.
Time is multiplied by A.00 and rounded, X values are multiplied by 10000 and
r-zunded. This is so that the data is not in exponential notation. The data
can t.en be plotted on high resolution plotters such as GRAFSTAT.

-' Column,RndPoint,RndTime: INTEGER;
Point: REAL;
DutF'leNam.e: STRING[i4];

BEGIN

0. CLRS CR;
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GO:2XY 25,14);WRITE <W,-hat name do you want for the output f,-e?

READLN Qiu FiieNamel,
ASSIGN ',v'sTIXE, C-:FeNane);
REWRITE ( X-s=-17

Rnd~iAme :=OUND(Time*1CC);
WRTELN (Xvsl '! R nd:: me)

-Te Tie -tDetT7me

Point :=PbotPoints[T,Column]
Rnd 'oint =ROT7JD (Point* 103005
;;RITELN (XvsTIVE, RndPoint);
Time Time + DeltaT;
T := 1

END NT:L, Time > Stoime;

ENDD

FROZCEZURE ::isplav.1aiY.enu;

Su*b-"enmul FALSE; Preset to FALSE. Selection of a menu choice
Sub:'-'!enu2 FALSE, 1,2 or 3 will switch and select proper submenu

* Su~enu FALSE; interpretaticr.
CLRR;
-=,(205);WR:TELN ('CROSS - M1-PACT ANALYSIS FOR ARM'S TRANSFERS');

7 T35 *WI: ('MAIN MENU')
io2:(2~0 H;W (1. Enter New Data');

o:c Y2 3, -2~ ;R 1TE-L N ''2. Review Current Data');
'OOICX'Y23 l4) ;WR7TEL'! ('3. Edit Current Data');

-. 5::DYY(: 6 ;WRTELN ('4. Run Model');
22CY ' 3 RITLN 5. Wr~.te Output File for GRAFSTAT' );

G T 0:Y23S 2 K*;RITELN 23"W(6. Exit Program');
S IT o::y:2 3: ;*RIE (Type number would you like, then hit ENTER '

PFRCCEU 7.RE ":splaySubMenu;

CLRS--h;
3GoTOI:Y(32,S)*WRITELN ('SUB MENU');
GOToX-Y (25,10 ;WRITELN ('. Event Parameters');

.o~oY'5121;WRITEN ('2. Constant CrosssImpact Matrix')
GC:2X7(25:14 ;WRITELN (3. Derivative Cross Impact Matrix')
OCT; XYK2 5,16 ;WRITE"N (<4. Return to Main Menu');
3:TOXY(17,22 ;WRITE-('Type number would you like, then hit ENTER I)

0 F:RCEDURE ExitProgram;
"This pro ram writes the current values of the cross impact matrix and

t~. evntdata to the disk and exits tne proram

CLRSCR;
* ASSIGN (BijFile,'BijData.Dat');

REWRITE (BijFile);
*FOR :=1 TO Limit DO
V, BEG IN

FOR I :=1 TO Limit DO

BijValue :=BijArray'T I;
WRITE (BijFile,Bi-Arra[ L 3J);

END; END:

6kv)
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Cl.:SE (Bi;File) 'iaa:t)
A SSIGN (Ai FiieiDa.at)
REWRITE kA.j File);

FOR I = TO LmtDO

OR I 1 TO Limnit DO
BEGI N

END A' 'alue :=AijArray[I J; )
EEND

ERa-,:a) RwaaDt
F~l I 1TO Limit DO

?arams.TVHiah :=EventData I,1]I
?srams.!Low := EventData[I2;
?3rams.MaxFrob := EventDataLI,3];
;eiR::E Raw$ata, ?arams);

E:'D
,:L DE Ra D a ta

C :xY0 4;W R I TLN(E ND OF WNALYS IS')

~ ErrorF-'ag;
--i z-rczedure is activated if the user selects an invalid choice from

mer.. -:alavs returns to the main menu.

'4R7-TLN; INVALID MEINU SELECTION ... CHOOSE AGAIN');
:=LA*:' (700): Allow~.s user to read message.

?R:CE-URF InterpretMainOption;
:erprets menu selecti-bn from the main menu

z:t:.on : INTEGER;
Re-sponse -CHAP.;

REDN(Op tion);
:AE Tl=: OF

5EG::1
SlubMenul TRUE; Insures proper sub menu actions
D, splaySubMenu;
ENID;

2.: BEGIN
SubMenu2 :=TRUE;
DisplaySubMenu;
END;

3: BEG:N
SubMenu3 := TRUE;

* DisplaySubMenu;
p END;

4: BEGIN
Corn puteKSIMirnputs; Computes event parameters
InitializeTime;
Simulation; Actual KSIM model in here
GOTOXY( 28,20);WRITE('Print Results? y for YES
READLN(Resp onse);
I IF Response = 'y' THEN PrintResults;

END;
*5: ,;,-teOutputFile;

6: ExitProgram;
ELSE Error-Flag; Returns to the main menu

-. % %
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FROCEDURE 'nterpretqptioni;
T'his crocedure activated when #1 is the main menu choice. These

Ce 'o-m the sub menu actions requested.

5SubOption : INTEGER;

R7E:ALN (SubCption);
HAS SubCozibn 07

T.: EG:
LoadData;

EN;Compute KSIMinputs;

2: LoadAi!'atrix;
3: Load 'i:Matr2.x;
4: B E 3 1

CL RSCR;
GOTcxY 130, 15) ;WRMTELN( 'Re turning to Ma in Menu);

END;
=ELSE 7rror-lag; Returns to the main menu

FROCDUREInterpretpption2;
.L-s procediure activatediwhen #2 is the main menu choice. These

Subccztion : 7,NTEGER;

- READLN (Sub~pticn):
AE SubCnption CF

Discla-7ventData;
2: - ism ayAijlMatr ix;
3: Dslyilarx
4:BEI

CLRS CR;
GOTOXY (30,15) ;WRITELN( 'Returning to Main Menu');
DELAY (800)

END;
*ELSE ErrorFlag; Returns to the main menu

PR=hiUR liiterpretpption3;
7 roezre activated when #3 is the main menu choice. These
er-o ,-7 editing on the data base requested.

SubDOption : INTEGER;
P7ACLN (Sub~ption);
ASE SubO'otion OF

EditEventData;
*2: EditAilMatrix;

3: EditBijMatrix;
4: BEGIN

CLRS CR;
GOTCXY ( 30,15);WRITELNl('Returning to Main Menu');
DELAY (S00);

END;
ELSE7 ErrrFlag; Returns to the main menu

SRZGRA

TEZTBACKGROUND (1)
-. COLCR (1.4;;
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Done False;
RetrieveEventData; Initializes the
RetrieveBijMatrix; system with the
RetrieveAz'Matrix; current values.
LoadEventl~ames. rray;
WHILE NOT Done Do
BEGI N

A DisplayMain~enu;
Inter pret~axr.Op ion;
1F SubMenul THEN interpretOptioil;

: Subrrnru2 -..-Ell Interpretoption2;
IND Submenu3 THEN InterpretCptxon3;

END;OIV

%6
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